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PREFACE

Standard Chinese: A Modular APProach originated in an interarenc::
conference held at the Foreign Service Institute in August 1973 tc .4dress
the need generally felt in the U.S. Government language training cc tnity
for improving and updating Chinese materials to reflect current usak in
Beijing and Taipei.

The conference resolved to develop materials which were flexible
enough in form and content to meet the requirements of a wicte range of
government agencies and academic institutions.

A Projeet Board was established consisting of representatives of the
Central Intelligence Agency Language Learning Center, the Defense Language
Institute, the State Department's Foreign Service Institute, the Cryptologic
School of the National Security Agency, and the U.S. Office of Education,
later joined by the Canadian Forces Foreign Language Scbool. The represen-
tatives have included Arthur T. McNeill, John Hopkins, and John Boag (CIA);
Colonel John F. Elder 111, Joseph C. Hutchinson, Ivy Gibian and Major
Bernard Muller-Thym (DLI); James R. Frith and John B. Ratliff III (MI);
Kazuo Shitama (NSA); Richard T. Thompson and Julia Petrov (OE); and
Lieutenant Colonel George Kozoriz (CFFLS).

\

The Project Board set up the Chinese Core Curriculum Project in 1974
in space provided at the Foreign Service Institute. Each of the six U.S.
and Canadian government agencies provided funds and other assistance.

Gerard P. Kok was appointed project coordinator, and a planning council
was formed consisting of Mr. Kok, Frances Li cf the Defense Language
Institute, Patricia O'Connor of the University of Texas, Earl M. Rickerson
of the Language Learning Center, and James Wrenn of Brown University. In
the fall.of 1977, Lucille A. Barale was appointed deputy project coordinator.
David W. Dellinger of the Language Learning Center and Charles R. Sheehan of
the Foreign Service Institute also served on the planning council and
contributed material to the project. The planning council drew up the
original overall design for the materials and met regularly to review their
development.

Writers for the first half of the materials were John H. T. Harvey,
Lucille A. Barale, and Roberta S. Barry, who worked in close cooper tion
with the planning council and with the Chinese staff of the Foreign Service
Institute. Mr. Harvey developed the instructional formats of the comprehen-
sion and production self-study materials, anJ also dpsigned the communica-
tion-based classroom activities and wrote the teacher's guides. LucJile A.
Barale and Roberta S. Barry wrote the tape scripts and the student text.
By 1978 Thomas E. Madden and Susan C. Pole had joined the staff. Led by
Ms. Bars' they have worked as a team to produce tne materials subsequent
to Module 6.



All Chinese language material vas prepared or selected by Chuan O. Chao,
Yine-chih Chen, Hsiao-jung Chi, Eva Diso, Am Hu, Tsung-mi Li, and Yunhui C.
Yang, assisted for partsof the time by Chieh-fang Ou Lee, Ying-ning Chen,
and Joseph Yu Hsu Wang. Anna Affholder, Mei-li Chen, and Henry Khuo helped
in the preparation of a preliminary corpus of dialogues.

Administrative assistance vas provided at various times by Vincent
Basciano Lisa A. Bowden, Jill W. Ellis, Donna Fong, Renee T. C. Liang,
Thomas E. Madden, Susan C. Pole, and Kathleen Strype.

The production of tape recordings was diricted by Jose M. Ramirez of
the Foreign Service Institute Recording Studio. The Chinese script was
voiced byHMA. Chao, Ms. Chen, Mt. Chen, MS. Diao,.Ma. Hu, Mt. Khuo, mr. Li,
and Mi. Yang. The English script vas read by MA. Hamlet MA. Barry,

Basciano, Mb. Ellis, MO. Pole, and MA. Strype.

The graphics were produced by John McClaland of the Foreign Service
Institute Audio-Visual staff, under the general sApervision of Joseph A.
Sadote, Chief of Audio-Visual.

SlandlodularAroach was field-tested with the co-
operation of Brown University; the Defense Langliage Institute, Foreign
Language Center; the Foreign Service Institu Ithe Language Learning
Center; the United States Air Force Aced the University of Illinois;
and the University of Virginia.

Colonel Samuel L. Stapleton and Colonel Thomas G. Foster, Commandants
of the Defense Language Institute, Foreign Language Center, authorized the
DLIF1C support fiecessary for preparation of this edition of the course
materials. This suppo:A included coordination, graphic arts, editing,
typing, proofreading, printing, and materials necessary to carry out these
tasks.

s R. Frith, Chairman
inese Core Curriculum Project Board
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MODULE 3: MONEY

UNIT I C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE 1

This is a review dialogue similar to dialogues at the end of C-1 tapes.
You will test your understanding of vocabulary items and grammar introduced
in this unit.

In this conversation, Mr. Jacobsen is making some purchases at a news-
stand in Taipei. You will hear the conversation twice. Then each sentence
1% thf. dialogue will be followed by a pause during vhich'you are to say the
English equivalent. After each pause, the speaker will give an acceptable
Enrlish translation for comparison.

EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you will work on your comprehension of amounts of money
and prices per unit. Ming San has 100 Taiwan dollars to spend in the book-
store. You will hear his conversation with the clerk three times. As you
listen the first two times, jot down on the chart below prices of items he
wants to buy, and answer the first question under the chart. As you listen
to the dialogue for the third time, answer the second and third quesions.

Here are two tLtles you will need for this exercise:

7hangguo Winxu6 Shi (History of Chinese Literature)

Tiiwin WtIntin (Taiwan Literary Magazine)

iiit:tory of Chinese Literature

Taiwan 1iterary_LIEle

Histry of Eng,land

map of England

PRICE

1.,.......

vlUESTIONS

1. Did Mr. Ming have enough money nor everything he wanted to ...y?
( ) Yes ( ) No

1
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2. Which item did Mr. Zhing decide not to bUY?

( ) Histo;y of_Chinese Literiture

( ) Taiwan Literary Magazine
( ) Histony or England

( Limp of England

3. How much money did Mr. Ming have left out of his 100 Taiwan dollareT

EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will work on your comprehension of counters to
indicate amounts. You will hear three conversation's. The first and third
take place at newsstands, and the second in a bookstore.

After listening to the series of conversations for the second time,
ansver the question below. Then listen to the conversations again.

QUESTION.

1. Which two people bought the same number of items?

( ) No. i and No. 2

( ) No. 2 and No. 3

( ) No. 1 and No. 3

EXERCISE 4

This exercise will give you more practice listening for priceb. Levis
Ross, an American student in Taipei, is browsing through a bookstore. You
wi11 hear his conversation with the clerk three times. After listening to
the dialogue for the second time, answer the questions below. Then listen
to the conversation again.

RUESTIONS

1. Did the clerk get the total right? ( ) Yes ( ) No

2. nnat is the correct total?

2
9
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UNIT 1 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE 1

This exercise gives you practice in finding out whether an item is sold,
finding out the price per unit, and completing the purchase.

Display I lists the items you want to buy at a newsstand on eight
different occasions. For each item, first ask if it is sold there. If
the news vendor says that it is, ask the price per copy. When he tells
you the price, say that you %sin buy one copy, and tell him how much yoix
are giving him--the exact change.

Example

YOU ASK: NTmen zhali mai ZhcIngliln bao by mai? (Repeat confirmation.3

TAFF.: WFmen mai. Jia zai nali.

YOU ASK: ZWAge Zh3ngw4n bao du3shao qign yifam? (Repeat confir-
!nation.)

TAIT: Oankuai qilia!yffan.

YOU t:AY: Hrto. W mai ;y1fan. zba shi sinkuli gifin. CRepeat (weir-
/ nation.)

The underlined sentence in the lalit line of the.example is "Here's three
dollars" (literaily, "This is three dollars").

Here are the new vocabulary, items you will need for this exercise:

Han-YTng zldiNn (Chinese-English dictionari)

zIdiX11 (English-Chinese dictionary)

DISPLAY I You want to buy

1. a Chinese(-1anguage) newspaper

a Chine-2 magazine

a map of Taipei

a Chinese-English dictionary

an American magazine

an English(-langyage) newspaper

a map of Teiwan

LI. an English-Chinese diW

3
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EXERCISE 2

This exercise gives you practice in talking about buying and selling
various amounts of things. You will answer questions about how many books
students bought and sold at the beginning of last semester.

Display II shows the names of various.students and the number of books
each student bougt* and sold at the university bookstore. Use this infor-
mation to answer tne questions. (Notice that all the students have finished
buying and selling their books.)

Elample

Q: Lin Ygngpfng maile jrbVn shirr

A: Ta mai1e 14/ugh/II she. 2Repeat confirmation.]

Q: Zhao DStin mlile gbh sha?

A: T mi1e cablin she. CB4eat confirmation.]

DISPLAY II

STUDENT BOOKS BOUGHT BOOKS SOLD

1. Lfn Yangping 6 2

. ihko D6rin 7 3

3. Yang Hutrgn 6 4

4. ChSn Gugqugn 5 3

5. Sang Zicligng 4 2

t. Ji/ng Btngyfng 5 1

,
.,

8.

M5 Zhiyan 7 0

Zh5u Dhifin 4 5

9.

10.

Sim/ Chtng 6 3

Fling WInra 5 2
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EXERCISE 3

This exere3e ivolves buying ani selling books, but this time you must
pay attention to whether or not the 3tudeipts have completed their purchases
and sales. Display III shows the purchases and sales etude*, have made
as of the de0 cefore classes. Use this information to answer the questiblis
on tape. (Not all students have finished buying and selling all their .

books.)

When giTlng your answer, you will need to choose between a single le
and Ibuble le construction. As you remember from the BIO Module, the double
le construction is used to talk about actions started'in the past and still
Tjing on, a% in W ile liInge xIng.2X le, "I have been here tvo 'weeks."
In this exercise yov will be talking not about duration of time but rather
about amounts of goods, as in Htiakitille, "I have bought two
bous (so fir)."

Exan;le...n
Lfn YIngpfng =Sale gbh xln sha le?

A: Ti yrjrng Wale wbn xrn Ishii le. CR44at confirmation.3

T5 maile jrbXn jia sha?

I. Ti maile langbh jia sha. CRepeat confirmation.3

: Zhao Defin maile jrbZn jia sha le?

: T5 yrjrng maile ylb4n jia sha le. ERepeat confirmation.3

:tere are the additional vocabulary items you wil .-ed for this
exercise:

xrn (new)

jia -(old)

5 4
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DISPLAY III

STUDENT BOOKS BOUGHT
(xrn

BOOL SOLD
shk)

1. Lin ICI5nspi,g 5 out of 6 2 out af 2

2. Zato D6fan 4 out of ,1 out of 3

3. Yfing Hai& 6 out of 6 3 out of 4

4 Ch4 Gukulu 3 out of 5 3 out of 3

5. ang aqifing le out of le 1 out or 2

6. JiIng BTrIgyin 3 out of 5 1 out of 1

T. AS Ziii 3ru/in 7 out of 7 2 out of 3

8. Mau Dhifin 3 out of 4 5 out of 5

9. Sra Chkg 5 out of 6 3 out of 3

10. Fang WInrt 5 out of 5 1 out of 1

4
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UNIT 1 COMMUNICATION GAME A

INSTRUCTIONS:

Tyle: 13ook Exchange

Situation: You are one of fri.r second-year students at a college in Taiwan..
It is the start of the school year, and each student wants to sell the books
he has left over from last year and wants to buy the books he needs for this
year.

All studeats at this college take the same eight courses during the
first two years, four each year, but may take the courses in either year.
There ia one textbook for each course. You therefore have four textbooks
you want to sell, and you wait to buy the four textbooks you do not have.

There are two set prices for each'secondhand textbook, one price for
copies in good condition and one <Or copies in bad condition.. Some students
can afford and insist on the good copies, and some can only afford and must
settle for the bad copies.

Gval: To sell the four textbooks you have at the-set prices and to buy the
four,textbooks you need at prices you can afford.

Number of Players: Four in a group.

0*

Settin6 up: First, ,Your teacher will list the eight courses on the chalk-
board.

Then, each player is dealt four cards, which represent the four text-
books he has. Each card gives the name of the,course and the sale price
for the texttook. (See Cards--Textbook, on the following pages.)

Also, each player is dealt a card which reads either "HIGH" (can afford
high ;rices) or "LOW" (has to shop for low prices), indicating what prices
he ,.an afford.

Each player then compares the four textbooks he has with the eight
listed on the chalkboard to determine what four he needs to buy. He writes
a shopiing list of the books he needs to buy.

IToeedure: Mingle with .the other players, shopping aroundto find who has
the textbooks you need and what the high and low prices are. (You may
f!nd it more efficient to shop for one textbook at a time.) Then make
Y,:ur rurchases.

7.

4
4.4
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pcample.: You are Speaker 1 ($1). You need to buy a cheap copy of the
textbook Vor the fConomics course (nZilAn lingjixu6, "that volume ton]
economics").

Sl: NI Au nabin jIngjixu4. meiyou?
S2: Y61.1,

Sl: NT mai bu mai? C32 may have just bought it for himse1f.3
32: Mai. -

S1: Duashao clifin?

32: Bashikual qiin.
Sl: Xiaxie. W3 xiingyixiang. ("I'll think it over.")

Sl: NI Au nab& jIngjixa meiyou?
33: Aiyou.
Sl: Zai jian.

Sl: NI Au naben jIngjixa meiyou?
S4: Y3u.
Sl: NI mai bu mai?
S4: Mai.
Sl: Nast= qifin?
04: Jinshikuai
Sl: wz ba mai. Z.i jian.

1.11.: W5 mii naban jIngjixui. Zhe shi bashikuli can.
02: ao.

npeaker ,Z hands over the card. You take the card, keeping it separate
from your "for sale" curds.

Additional Note: If the teacher asks for the total amount you have spent
or made at a Fiven point, you will need the word for "hundred," bai (NUM 5).

T: NI m6ile jIt6n sha le?
:: W3 ni.ile 10ingb6n le.
T: NaliAngb6n sha yieng duelshao qifin?

Ylgang yibirtiwrishikuki qin. ($150)

As may be obvious, nAliingbn shit means "those two books."

l'raotioe loints: rrioes, buying and selling.
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,CARD6 - -TEXTBOOK

.

1

,

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

# I

American American Chinese Chinese
History History History History

itIO $75 $85 ...... $60

,

,

English
Literature

, ,\'
Chinese
Literature

, _

English
Literature

,

Chinese
LiterAture

1
\ ,

$7 465

.
.

. ---
9
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......

Economics Political Political Economics
Science Science

$70 $95
$65 $80

..

I,

. .

Chemistry Chemistry Mathematics Mathematics

$85 $75 $50 PO

..

. . .
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UNIT I COMMUNICATION. GAME B

INSTRUCTIONS:

Imet: Shopping Lists

Situation: The setting is Taipei. You are one of several people who have
made out shopping lists. You are interested in finding out who has the
most ambitious spending plans.

doal: To find the player,who will be paying the Lighest total for his
\iNVIases.

Number of'Players: Four or more in.a

tikterials: A deck of cards. Written
specific quantity, and the unit price
one following pages.)

group.

on each card are the name of an item,
for the item. (See Cards--Shopping

Procerklre: Each player is dealt a hand of three cards. Together, these
make up his shopping list.

Mthgle with the other players to exchange information. Ask each player
for the items, quantities, and prices of his planned purchases, and work out
the totals on your work sheet. (Do not ask players for the total cost of
all their purchases.)

kNaMvle: You are Speaker 1, starting your conversation with Speaker 2.

SI: NI xiang mai shgnme?
'W*6 xiang mai yffan YIngw6n bao, liangb&I Miguo fizht, ylzhiing

Taiwan dItis.
SI: YIngwk bao du8shao qian yffan?

gain.

when you hatrie completed your survey, report to the teacher. If you
'found, for example, that S. 's purchases will be more expensive than anyone
else's, you will say

Shi S Xiansheng. ("It's S2 who is planningtto spend the moat.")
T: Yfgang duöshao qian?
Sl: Yfgang yIbai arshiwilkutti qiin.

Fractice Points: Items, amounts (with counters). prices.

11
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INFORMATION WORK SHEET;

111111110.

Players'
Names -""--"-+

Items to Buy

grarmx

12
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CARDS --SHOPPING

......,

1 English-
language
newspaper

at $5

2 English-
language
newspapers

at $5 each

\

,

,

1 English-
language
newspaper

at 00

s,

-

,
.

1 English-
language
newspaper

,
at $10

,

.
.

.

I
I%

,

.

.1 Chinese- 3 Chinese-
, 2 Chinese- 1 Chinese-

.lahguage language language language
newspaper newspapers newspapers newspaper

at $3
,

at $3 each
.

atb$5 each at $5-
---:

\....,_

,

2 American

\

1 American

.

3 Amerióan
magazines magazine magazines ag:lcines

at $20 each at $20 at $30 each at $30 each

,

.

.

,

1 3

rw
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.

3 Chinese . 2 Chinese 1 Chinese ..1 2 Chinese
magazines magazines magazine magazines

at 010 each at $10 each at $20 at 020 each

,
#

.

I map of 3 maps oi 2 maps of- 4 maps of
Taipei Taipei Taipei Taipei

at $25 at $25 each at $50 each at $50 each

/

.
,

.Thi:.:se-

English
4i,:tionary

2 Chinese-
English
dictionaries

.

I Chinese-
English
dictionary

.

3 Chinese-
English
dictionaries

,

at I.4'. at $35 each at $95 at $95 each

, , ..

.14
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viliamw 4e

A. ,. .
3 maps of 4 maps of 1 map of 2 maps of
Taiwan Taivan Taivai. Taiv,m .

at $40 each at $4o each at $65 at $65 each

......

1 English- 3 English- 2 Ellglish- 1 English.-
Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese
dictionary dictionaries dictionaries dictionary

at $45 at $45 each at $75 each (4075

10.1111111,111=1

A/

15

404
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UNIT 2 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

This review dialogue will test your understanding of vocabulary items
and grammar introduced in this unit.

In this conversation Mr. Whitten is naking some'purchases at.a small
shop near his hotel'in aigng. You will hear the conversation twice.
Then each sentence in the dialogue will be followed by a pause during
which you are to translate. After each pause, the speaker vill give an
acceptable English equivalent for coOparison.

EXERCISE 2

This exercise will give you practice in recognizing exact prices which
include dimes and pennies, abbreviated prices9.and prices with zero in the
tens place. You vill hear five conversations involving purchases. .The
series of dialogues will bb repeated two times. As you listen, record on
the chart below information about each purchase.

1.

3.

ITEM PRICE PER TOTAL GAVE TO RECEIVED
UNIT PRICE CLERK IN CHANGE
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UNIT 2 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

In this exercise you will answer questions about quantities of items
that have been bought and sold at "marketing and supply cooperatives"
(government-owned stores): which store sold whet and which person bought
what.

Comrade SEn and Comrade Jang have made pure4ges in three cooperatives.

Number 1 sells pastries and apples. Supp and keting Cooperative

(Display I shows these transactions.) Supply anarketing Cooperattve
ly

Number 2 sells soda and beer. Supply and Marketing Cooperative Number '3
sells oranges and soap, among other things.

fxami5le

TAPE: DtyVamgxiao g2uash4 'alio dianxin bu mai?

YOU: Timen mki xio dilinxIn.

TAPE:: Tamen mai eshuf bu mai?

YOU: Tamen TA mai.

TAPE: Zai az. mai?

YOU: Zai Dt4r Ongxiao Ozubsh4 mai.

Here are the new vocabulary items you will need for this exercise:

gjit (ylpfng pfjiE) (beer Ca bottle of beer))

gzi (yIjIn gzi) (oranges Ca catty of oranges3)

figizao (yfkuli Mato) (soap Cone bar of soap))

dingxiao ngzubsh4 (supply and marketing cooperative)
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DISPLAY

COOPERATIVES.
(0angxiao,Hfzuasha)

CUSTOMERS

Comrade San Comrade Jiang
,..

Supply and Marketing
Cooperative No. 1

'(.1121,0anaxiao Bfzuasha)

2 rattles of
small pastries

........4

1 c 4r of apples

Supply and Marketing
Cooperative No. 2

(Dtar Gamma° Hfzuasha)

6 bottles of
soda

4 bottles of
beer

Supply and Marketing
Cooperative No. 3

(Dtsan,pangxiao Hfzuasha)

3 cattles of
oranges

1 bar of soap

A

. EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you will ask for various quantities of items and deal
with prices in PRC currency: kuli, mio. and fan. Display II is a list of
twelye purchases you are to make, on twelve separate occasions.

For each purChase, ask the shopkeeper for the quantity you want. She
will respond with the unit price. In your pocket you have two $10 bills,
two $1 bills, and two dimes 4of Feople's currency. Give the shopkeeper
an amount of money whiCh is.closest to the purchase price. Tell her how
much money you are giving her. She will tell you what your Change, if any,
will be.

ExamPle

YOU: ang-nT gai Igo yffan Ranmfn Rtbao. [Repeat confiriation.)

TAFE: no. Rgnmin Riblo waren qian yffan.

YOU: Gai nY ylmio clige. [Repeat confirmation.)

TAFF: Zhao ni waren
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CAMAY 11

(Remember that for each purchase you have two 1110 bills, two $1 bills,
and two dimes.)

1. 1 copy of The People's Daily (R6nmin labac)

2. 1 copy of The People's Pictorial (Rgnmin Nuablo)

3. 1 copy of a map of laigng

4. 1. copy of ....r.....S4A..tiomtTheNeiChina (lanhui 44012)

3. 2 copies of a nap of China

6. 3 copies of the Guinsming DailY (aningmlng ablo)

7. 1 catty of small pastries

,8. 12 bottles of sods

9 4 catties of apples

10. 10 bottles of CangdNo beer

11. 5 catties of oranges

12. 2 bars of soap
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EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will purchase tvo items at a time. Display III
shows your shopping lists on six different occasens.

Wiih each list, ask the shopkeeper for i certain quantity of the first
itqm. She will note your request with NU. Then say you also want so much
of the second item. She will ask you if you.want anything else. Reply
that you do not. She will tell you the total cost of your purchases.
Tell her how much money you are giving her, on.the assumption that you
have two SIO,bills two l bills, and two dimes and want to give her only
enough to cover the purchases. She will tell you how much change she is
giving you, if any.

Example,

YOU: Gang ni gi wo likngzhAng Zhangguo dttfi. CRepeat
confirmation.3

TAFE:

YOU: W hi yko ytan nnhul ZrdiEn. (Repeat confirmation.)

TAPE: no. Nf hfii yko sh6nme?

YOU: 0 bG yko shenme le. Pepeat confirmation.]

TAPE: Ligngzhing Zhangguo drtG Altai qiin ytan Xinhui ZtdiNn
yfkuki likngsdo v. Yfgang litkuii likngmlo

YOU: Gi ni shfkuli clign, (Repeat confirmation.]
4

TAPE: Zhico ni sinkuki dingo wt.

t4

DISPLAY III

(Remember you have two $10 bills, tVo $1 bills, and tvo dimes each time.)

1. 2 copies of a map of China AND
1 copy of The Nev China Dictionary (Xinhufi Mika)

2. 1 copy of The People's Daii4E (116nan Rtbko) AND
.._ copies of the Guingming Daily (Gangling Pablo)

3. 1 copy of a map of BNijrng AND
1 copy of The People's Pictorial (14nmln

4. 1 catty of small pastries AND
12 bottles of soda

4 catties of apples AND
10 bcittles of QIngdko beer

6. 5 catties of oranges AND
2 tars of soap

20
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UNIT 2 COMMUNICATION GAME A

INSTRUCTIONS:

Type: Shopping Lists (This is the same as Communication Game B in Unit 1,
except that it is.set in Beigng and involves the new material in this unit.)

21
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5 bottles
cpe soda

ai *.15

3 bottles
of soda

at *.l5

4- bottles

of beer

at v.48

8 bottles
of beer

at v.48

3 catties 5 catties 4 cattiea 1 catty
of small of small of large of large
pastries pastries apples apples

at 4.75 at *.T5 at 4.45 at 4.45

.
S . .

.

.

5 bars 4 bars 4-catties 2 catties
of soap

at 4.35

of soap

at 4.35

of small
apples

at 4.40

of small
apples

at 4.40

,
, ,
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., .

.

.

.

3 catties
,

2 catties 6 maps of 3 maps of
of oranges of oranges laigng Mil!ng

at 4.38 at 4.38 at 4.50 at 4.50

.

.

,

,

,

2 magaZines.

at 4.22

5 magazines

at 4.22

1 history
book

at *1.05

3 history
bopks

at 41.05

_ ,

,

I
..,.

4 magazines

at 41.00

7 magazines

at 41.00

.,

1 map
of China

at 41.55

.

6 maps
of China

at 41.55

, .
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UNIT 2 COMMUNICATION GAME B

INSIEUCTIONS:

Shopping

Situation: The setting is aijing. You are either one of several shoppers
or one of several storekeepers. The'shoppers have lists of items to be
purehased and the amount of each item. The storekeepers have stock lists
of the items for sale and the unit price of each item. The shoppers are
looking for the best buys.

(In most cases, you will find that a specific item is sold for the same
price throughout the PRC. The aijrng setting is used here to give you
work on prices with mio and fen. The unrealistic price competition is
used in this game to make you investigate prices carefully.)

Goal: For shoppers, to make their purchases as cheaply as possible. For
storekeepers, to sell what they can at set prices.

Number of Players: Groups of four students or more.

Materials: One deck of cards for shoppers and one deck for storekeepers.
TE7eNraS--Shopping, which follow.)

Each shopper is dealt a hand of cards representing hie shopping list.
Each card gives an item and a quantity. For example,."6 bottles of beer."
Each storekeeper is dealt a hand of earth; representing his stock list.
Each card gives an item and a unit price. Different storekeepere have
cards giving different prices for the same item. For example, "beer at
4.45 a bottle" and "beer at v.148 a bottle." Play money may also be provided.

Procedure: Players mingle to make their purchases and sales.
1517170RTI7 talk only with storekeepers, and storekeepers talk only with
shoppers.)

As a shopper, when you find the storekeeper who has the lowest price
and make your purchase, write down the price. As a storekeeper, when you
make a sale, write down the quantity sold. You will need these notes when
your teacher talks with you after sales are completed.

214
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Example,: Yodare Speaker 1, a shopper. The last item on your shopping
list is "6 bottles of beer." Speaker 2 and Speaker 3 are storekeepers.

Sl: NImen zhar mii pijia bu mai?
S2: mai. Jo zai zhali.
Sl: Du5spao qifin ylping?
52: Sion& qifin ylpIng.
Sl: Xiaxie.

81: NImen zhar mai pf3i bu mai?
S3: Mai. Jia zi zhali.
Sl: Du8shab qifin ytp/ng?

Lifingmfio qifin epIng.
Sl: no. QIng ni gai vo liapIng.
53: NI hfii yao shfinme?
Si: W5 bfi iao shfinme le.
S3: Yfgang yfkuki.lifingmlo qifin.
Si: Zhai shi lifingkual qifin.
S3: Zho ni bimfio qifin.

(If play money is not being used, pick any reasonable round figure for the
total amount given to the storekeeper.)

After the sliopping has been completed, your teacher vill question you:
T: NT mli sh6nme le (Completion lEfollovs the

See Unit 4.)
Si: W5 maile liapIng pfji, liangjin d pinggu5.

precedes these "amount" objects, just as it
of time in duration sentences.)

T: Yg8ng duöshao qifin?
Si: ?Wing lLngkui ylmfio qifin.
T: duöshao qifin ylping?
SI: Liangmfio qifin ylpfng.
(etc.)

Practice Points: Items, amounts, prices

25
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CARDS--SHOPPING (SHOPPER)

.

.

.

.4. p-.----. . .

,

5 bottles 12 bottles 4 catties 3 catties
of soda of beer of small

pastries
of large
apples

-

1

,

, ...--------------ft

.
.

.

7 bars of

-

,

2 catties 4 catties

,

1 Chinese
soap of small

apples
of oranges History

book

1

# ...

1 mai, of 3 maps of
B;ijrng China

. ,
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(STC:REKEEFER)

I

.

.

,

.

.

beer soda beer
1

ti.t *.li at *.45 at *48 at 4.48
1,-,.r hottl per bottle per bottle per 'bottle

.

.

,

I ..

,

#

. .

.

..mall

..tt *.t...:

large apples

at 4.55

small
pastries

at. *.70

large apples
,

at *.45
;cr catty per catty per catty per catty

.

,
.

. ,

.

mail apples soap small app1es

:i, *.. at *.47 at *.36 at. *.43
:cr Lir i-r c,itty per bar per catty

.
,

.
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. ...... ,

oranges

at 1;.35

maps of
laigng

oranges

at 4.38

maps of
laigns'

per catty at 4.46
each

.

per catty at 4.50
each

.

1 _

.

Chinese
History
books

at 42.00
each

,

.

.

maps of
China

at 41,85
each

.

,

Chinese
Histori,
books .

git #1.05

each

.

maps of
China

at 41.65 .

each

/'s

II.

*

,

t)
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UNIT 3 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

This exercise is based on the review dialogue at the end of the C-1
. tape. You will work on your comprehension of words and patterns introduced

in this unit.

In this conversation Mr. Saunders is talking to a clerk at the Friend-
ship Department Store in Migng. You, vill hear the conversation twice.
.Then each sentence will be followed by a pause during which you are to
translate it. After each pause, the speaker will give an acceptable
English equivalent.

EXERCISE 2

This exercise will give you practice listening for comparisons in a
conversation. Professor Lia is looking for a student to help him with a
research project that will involve the use of French and some Chinese.
The professor is talking to Mrs. MSc), who teaches Chinese to Americans.
He is considering two of her students for the research job. The two
LAudents are& Tfngang (Timothy Pappas) and BSI LIrSng (Louise Becker).

You will hear the conversaton three times. As you listen to it for
the third time, answer the three questions below.

Here is a new phrase you will hear in this exercise:

tamen langge r6n (the tvo of them)

I. Is the student who is better at Chinese also better at French?
( ) Yes ( ) No

2. Bow long did Bgi LtrOng study Chinese in the United States?

44 1.iow long did Fgn Tingang study Chinese in the United States?

4 9
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EXERCISE 3

In this exercipe you will listen for modifiers.
buying gifts for her family and friends back home.
sation two tikes; then answer the question below as
time.

You will need three colors for this exercise:

lan (to be blue)

(to be green)

huIng (to be yellow)

Mrs. Jefferson is
Listen to the oonver-
you listen for the third

QUESTION

1. How many of each kind of vase did Mrs. Jefferion buy?

large yellow
small yellow

large blue
small blue

large green
small green

1.11111=...11111.
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UNIT 3 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

In answering the questions in this exercise you will not only.give
prices of items but also compare them. The items are described only as
"large ones" or "small ones," "red ones" or "green ones," and so forth.
Display I gives the prices and descriptions of items being discussed.

Give prices in the short form, for example, yfkuii wa, "one dollar
fifty." But remember that even dollar amounts (that is, single-syllable
numbers followed by a counter) are normally followed by 91.61.: yfkuai qign.

Example

TAPE: FInggu5, hOngde gut hfiishi lade gut?

YOU: H6ngde gut. ERepeat confirmation.]

TAPE: H6ngde du8shao clan?

YOU: H6ngde Zrshikuai qifin y10.* CRepeat confirmation.)

Here is the additiona) vocabulary you will need in this exercise:

01 (to be green)

bgi (to be white)

hugriF (to be yellow)

yrisrin (ylba ytsan) (umbrella Cone umbrella])

DISPLAY I

AMES: red green

$20 each-. $15 each

DICTIONARIES: large amall

$250 each $85 each

MAPO: Aarge small

,

$20 each $8 each

VASEX: yellow,

$75 each

red ELM
$85 each$80 each

UMBRELLA:3: white red yellow,

$90 each$100 each $0 each

*In Taiwan apples are sold one by one, rather than by the catty.
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EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you will move objects to the topic position when d6u
is in the sehtence. For each of the questions on tape, assume that you are
shopping for a RED, a WRITE, 'and a BLUE vase. The question will offer you
a choice of two colors. Answer that you want one of them or both or neither,
as appropriate.

The following examples ere the first three items on tape.

EXemple 1

Q: NI yio h6ngde hiishi (Do you want a red one or
yto lade? a green one?)

A: W3 yio h6ngde. (I want a red one.)

CRepest confirmation.,

Eiample 2,

Q: NI yio linde hiishi
yio blide?

A: Linde, blide, v3 au yao.

[Repeat confirmation.)

Example 3

GI: NI yao huingde hisbi
ygo lade?

A: Hufingde, lade, w5 d6u
bG yao.

[Repeat confirmation.)

(Do you want a blue one or
a white one?)

(I want both a blue one and a
white one.)

(Do you want a yellow one or
a green one?)

(I don't want either a yellow
one or a green one.)

41.

32c.
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EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will use the shi...de and le markers with objects.
Display IT shows what Mrs. Anderson and Comrade Gio bought last week and
on what day. Use this information to answer the questions On tape.

.

Ex*ple

And4sPn Faren shi nitiãn mNide hUiping?

A: ,Ti shi XtngqTyr mNide huipfng.

CRepeat confirmation.]

q: TN !agile gge hugpIng7

A: T mi1e IiIngge huRpfng.

CRepeut confirmation.]

DISPLAY II

Mrs. Anderson Comrade Gio
.

MONDAY
.

2 vases I catty of oranges

TUESDAY 3 catties of apples 1 umbrella

WEDNESDAY 6 bottles of soda 1 bar of soap

THURSDAY 1 catty of oranges 3 bottles of soda

FRIDAY 1 umbrella 2 catties of apples
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UNIT. 3 COMMUNICAT;ON GAME

INSTPUCTIONS:

Type.: Shopping (This is the same as Communication Game B in Unit 2, except.
that items are described by size and color and that sometimes storekeepers
have cheaper and more expensive versions of the same items.)

Example,: You are Speaker 1, a shopper. One of your cards reads "1 large
map of Bgigng."

Speaker 2, one of the storekeepers, has the following *Card:

maps of Bgigng

large: *4.00, *3.50
small: 42.50, *2.00

That is, he has a cheaper and a more expensive version of both large and
small maps of B4ijing.

Sl: NYmen zhrmiBijng eittG bu mai?
S2: .Mai. NY ylo eide hgishi xigode?
SI: W3 yao aide. Du5shao clign ytihgng?

Stkutti qign ytzhing.
NY y5u pignyi ytdAnrde ma?
Y3u. ihnge sinkuli wrogo qign ytzhing.

Naturally, the storekeeper quotes the price of the more expensive map, and
you check to see if he has a cheaper one.

You voull then talk to another storekeeper to compare prices.

34
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CARDS --SHOPPING (SHOPPER)

I

.... .

3 yellow I red 1 blue 2 ed
vases

v

vase

.

umbrella brel/as

, .

.

a

,

: large
maps of
BgiTng

4 small
maps of
Mijing

1 Llarge
Chinese-
English
dictionary

..

2 small
Chinese-
English
dictionaries

, *

..

- green. blue 2 green 1 yellow
va:3e t.. vases uMbrellas umbrella

. _ . ...
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AP /II

3 small 1 large 2 large 1 small
maps of map of English - EngliSh
BNijing BNijrng Chinese

dictionaries
Chinese'
dictionary

r
3s)

4,
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CARDS - -SHOPPING (STOREKEEPER)

JP-4

\-
.

.

vases umbrellas
4 vases umbrellas

green *37.50

,

red *2,6 yellow *40.00 green *21.25
. *30.00

yellow *47.50 Yellow *1.75

blue *35.00
yellov

red *36.00 blu4'. *2.05 red *2.50
if green *42.50 *2.00

blue *40.50
*36.00

gieen *1.90 *35.00

red *34.00
blue *2.50

*2.00
, .

English-Chinese Chinese-English English-Chinese

,

Chinese-Elaglish
dictionaries dictionaries dictionaries dictionaries

large *11.9Do large *12.75 large *12.25 large *10.50
*11.00

small *7.25 small V7.75 small *5.15
*6.50 small *6.30

maps of Wan&

large *1.65

small *.50

37
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UNIT 4 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE

This exercise is the review dialogue from the end of the C-1 tape.
You will work on your comprehension of the words and patterns introduced
in this unit.

In this conversation, Miss Lang is visiting Major Weiss's house. She
is standing in front of the china closet talking to Mrs. Weiss. You will
hear the conversation twice. Then each sentence in the'dialogue will be
followed by a pause for your translation. After the pause, the speaker
will give an acceptable English equivalent for the sentence.

EXERCISE 2

This exercise is intended to give you practice in distinguishing
completion le from new-situation le. The exercise consists of five short
exchanges about what someone has bought. These exchanges are taken from
longer conversations, viih all clues removed, so that you have to figure

from the position ofthe le markers whether the person is still shopping
not.

, \

'LAI will hear the seriei\of exchanges three times. After listening
for the third time, answer the.question "Is the person planning to buy more
of the item?" for each exchange.

Here are vocabulary items for this exercise:

zhuCzi (table)

yTzi (chair)

shtljiazi (bookcase)

hugng (to be yellow, to be brown)

-ba Ecounter for chairs]

4UESTIN

1. Is the person planning to buy more of the item?

Exchange 1: ( ) Yes ( ) No

Exchange 2: ( ) Yes ( ) No
Exchange 3: ( ) Yes ( ) No
Exchange 4: ( ) Yes ( ) No
Exchange 5: ( ) Yes ( ) No
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EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will work on your comprehension of modifying
clauses. The exercise consists of a series of questions and answers about
the objects listed in Display I, below. Each item listed,As discussed in
two exchanges. Each item will be described.:by a modifying clause about
either 1) who bought it or 2) whO is reading it now. Each question and each
answer will be followed by a pause for your translation. After the pause,
the speaker will give an acCeptable English equivalent for comparison.

Example 1 (the first exchange in Display I).

TAPE: Hfi Xioj i xiinzki kande shri shi rah Etta?
YOU: Which book is the one that Miss Hfi is reading now?
CONFIRMATION

Shi Wing Xiansheng aide nabh she.
YOU: It's the book that Mr. Wing. bought.
CONFIRMATION

.#

Example 2 (the second exchange in Display I)

TAPE: Wing Xiansheng miide sha shi nI1A1 sha?
YOU: Which book is the one that Mr. Wing bought?
CONFIRMATION

TAPE: Shi HS Xiioji; xiInzAi kande naan sha.
YOU: It's the book that Miss He is reading now.
CONFIRMATION

DISPLAY I

EXCHANGES BUYERS READERS

Mr. Wing Miss Hfi book
. .

Miss HG Mt. Wing magazine
i

. 1...t.1

I

Mr. Wing
4

Miss He newspaper

7-3 Mr. Wing

. .

Miss MG
English newspaper
Chinese newspaper
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EXERCISE 4

This exercise will give you practice in getting information from a
conversation that you do not fully understand. You will be listening to
a conversation in Taipei between Mrs. Freedman, who has recently moved to
Taiwan, and her friend Mrs. San.

You will hear the conversation three times. Answer the questions below
as you listen to the dialogue for the third time.

The new vocabulary item (than, "rug," is used in this exercise. Both
the word for "rug" and the word for "table" are used with the counter
zhng.

Ytzhang dttln

ylzhing zhuazi

st.I.Erstis .

(one rug)

(one table)

1. How long has Mrs. Freedman,been in Taipei?

2. Have all her household things arrived?

3. When did Mts. Freedman buy some things at the First
Company?

4. Which of the following items did Mrs. Freedman buy?

ITEM NUMBER OF

table
bookcase
chair
rice bowls
r.4g

teacups

5. What color do the two women like?

t. Are Mrs. Sdn's dishes more or less expensive than Mrs. Freedman's?
k ) More ( ) Less
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EXERCISE 'I

UNIT 4 P-2 WORKBOOK

This exercise gives you a chance to produce sentences with modifying
clauses. For each item, you will hear two sentences describing a situation
and then a question about that situation. Answer the question based on the
information in the first tvo sentences. (Display I summarizes the infor-
mation for each item.)

Example

TAPE: Wing Xiitsheng maile yttan shd. Rd XiNoja xianzli
An abh

Hfi Xioj t :.411. kande shd shi abIn shd?

YO': Shi Wing Xiamheng aide nabn shd.

The fir sentence above, "Mr. Wing bought one book," contains the marker
le for completed action. But when the same words are used in a modifying
clause, the marker le is dropped, as in the last sentence, "Itts'the book
that Mr. Wing"bought7"

DISPLAY I

ITEMS BUYERS READERS OBJECTS

1-:
_

Mr. Wfing' Miss g book

3-4 Miss FM Mr. Wing magazines

5-6

,

Mr. Wing Miss lid newspaper
,

7 -6
Mt. Wing

Miss Ha
_

English newspaper
Chinese newspaper

41
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EXERCISE 2

14 this exercise you will practice using d6u, ran," and zglift, "some."
Mrs. Weiss is talking tith a friend about the household baggage she shipPed
from the United States to Taiwan. Some of the items have already arrived
at the 4eiss'r new home in Taipei, and some have not. (Display XI summa-
rizes the situation.) Mrs. Weiss !mirrors questions about her belongings,
incluling vestions about the colors of:items.

Tske t4e part of Mts. Weiss, answering the questions before she does
and then repeating her answers.

Example

TAPE (friend)
YOU:

TAIE (friend)
YOU:

TAPE (friend)
YOU:

TAPE (friend)
YOU:

DISPLAY II

TABLES

CHAIRS

BOOKCASES

RU3S

TEACUPS

: NY jiglide dangx1 du dao le ma?
Yaude dio le, yaude b1 mOi
ERepeat confirmation.]

: Maxi au dlo le ma?
Zhaelai du dao le.
ERepeat confirmation.]

: amen yau gzhEng?
W3men yau langzhing zhuazi.
CRepeat confirmation.]

: Witt shi sh6nme yfinsade?
'Data shi bfiide.

CRepeat confirmation.)

HAVE
ARRIVED

HAVE NOT
ARRIVED YET

..

RED

,

YELLOW BLUE WHITE GREEN

all--2
,..

'1

all

,

some--6 some--6 same

.

some

P

-

, ,

a11--3

..... .

all

some--2 some--2
.

,0

..

, 4.- -..

some

- .,

some
1-

some some
_

.

all
t------..--.------_,a,...-----.--.--.....---.,----.--

4

some some

_
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EXERCISE 3

This exercise gives you practice in the use of completion with
"amoune,objecto and "nonamount" objects. fore beginning this exercise,
you may want to review the Reference Notes on os..3-.5 for this unit in
your textbook.

In this exercise, you are working in an embas Embassy officials
have decided to buy as manylgoods as possible from local stores. As one
of your duties, you oversee the purchasing or all s pplies. You mmst keep
a.record of all supOlies bought for business and ent went. Display

a page from this record, provides you with the i formation necessarY
Dor this exercise.

As the exe-Ase begins, you are talkiig with the lie* supplier of friits
beverages; ane pastries. He will mek.ipau,questions about what quantities
of these items have been purchased in past months, sh that he can antici
pate future needs.. If there is a number in the appropriate box in Display

tell him how much of that item you bought. If there is a check mark
in the box, tell him that you bought the item but that you do not know how
much was purchased. If there is a zero in the box, tell him that you did
not buy that item.

pcample

TAPE: Nimen Yfyug mKi &Ilya le ma?
YOU: W3men aile sign chiyg.

TAPE: Pfnggug ne?
.

YeU: WSmen yg mli pingga le. Kgshi ba waidao sane duashao.

Here are vocabulary items you will need in Exercise 3:

chlyg
w6 mKile langgn chfiyg.

zhrdao
Kgshi ba zhidgo mile
du5shao.

(tea Cliterally "tea leaves"3)
(I bought two catties of tea.)

(to know)
(But I don't know how Much

was bought.)
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DISPLAY 10

FRUITS, PASTRIES. ANZBEURAGES PURCUMMN.4ANUARY THROUGH JUNE

APPLES 'ORANGES 'PASTRIES TEA NFT
DRIERS BICER

(number of patties) (number of bottles)
t
,

Jan. Ve 15 0

I

4 95 V
Feb. 12 V 18 ' 3 0 50

bier. 23 27 22 V
-4

0 V
Air. 18 0

_

5
_

6o.

Naar V 30 31 0 I/ 86

Jun,
vol 0 s/ , 4 80.

4

90

414
Si
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UNIT 4 COMMUNICATION GAME A

INSTRUCTIONS:

Dominoes (Shoppers)

Situation: The setting is Magus. You and the other people in a gioup
are talking about four shoppers who made six purchases eadh.

Each person in the group knows some of the items the shoppers bought.
For example, you might knaw that the shopper who bought apples also bought
pastries, and another player might know that the shopper who bought
pastries also bought soda.. Together, therefore, the two of you know three
of the purchases one shopper made. *Similarly, the players in your group
can figure out the six items each shopper bought.

Goal: To figure out the six items purchased by each shopper.

Number of Flayers: Groups of three to eight students.

Materials: Each round is played with a deck of 24 cards. Each deck
contains four "chains" of six cards, one chain for each of the four shoppers.
Fach card in a crtn lists two of the shopper's purchases. Each purchase
is listed on two .-rds, so that the cards may be "chainee like dominoes
until they form a loop. Here is a simplified example of a looping chain
of cards listing oils shopper's purchases (with three items instead of six).

.newspapers

magazines

Jr

books

newspapers

411

The cards for the first round list items only. The cards for the
second round also list quantities for same items.
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Procedure: Discussion in a group. Etch player is dealt a hand fart* the
Tiannle cords. (All cards are dealt.) One person plays a card fram his
hand, announcieg one of the purchases listed on its- Wb asar YOuYtge rSu.
tThis sentence-"introduces" tho shopper.] TI zZt tight le.

The player who has the °they card listing that purchase then "chains"
with the other purchase ',mitt% on his cards ai dahtde na;ge
mZi sha le. CNotice how the modifying clause identifies the-shopper as
the same one just mentione4.3

Eventually the chain loops back to the first player, who points this
out: zizhne n zadao a mat
Asa le.

.

Then another player starts'another chain in the same way.

psamule.: You are Speaker 1. You have a card listing "newspapers/magazines."
Speaker 2 and Speaker 3 have Imagazines/books" and "books/newspapers."

Sl: W3 thar yu yfge rSn. TE mil lasht le.
52: MU zEzhtde naige rSn yf nIt WI le.

.

53: MEi shade naigerfn y nIt blo,le.
Si: MU blode naige rfn yf mli sEihr le. gmen

ytlIng zhntio tip& sisht le.

(Remember that there will be six cards in a chain.)

Additional Note: In the follow-up dipcussion, it may be helpfUl to place
the cards on aable to form chains, as in a real game of dominoes.

Praatice Points:k Modifying'clauses, completed action with "amount" and
enonamount" objects.
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CARDSDOMINOES (SHOPPERS)
.

A D (ROUND 1)
.

largi
apples

I

.

.

oranges

NIMOISISSIO=S A

,

beer

A

of lIgijrng

OW. $
s

: books American
magazines

yellow
uMbrellas

bookcases.

.

. ,

,

,

,

..

books ,

,
.

American
magazines

yellow
umbrellas

,

bookcises

....

chairs

..

, ,

'

tables

,

soda

.

,

.

rugs

lk.
.

-....4.--

tables
.

.

soda rugs

Ilrge
dishes

i. .

(

white
rice bowls

.

.

teacups

.

blue
rice bovls
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A
(ROUND 1)

large
dishes

,

white
rice bowls

teacups

.

.

blue
rice bowls

,

newspapers

.

pastries

,

,

vases
f

small
dishes

.

newspapers

.

pastries vases small
dishes

green
umbrellas

1

maps
of China

.

---.---.

small
apples

,

I,

,
,

.

Chinese .

magazines

.

green
umbrellas

maps
of China

,

small
apples

Chinese
magazines

large

apples
oranges beer maps

of Miiing
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A D (ROUND 2)

2 catties
of apples

. .

I newspaper 1 catty of
apples

. ,

6 bottles
of beer

5 books

.

,

magazines pastries

4

oranges

.

-

books

.

marazines pastries

.

oranges

Aairs

, ....

soda vases

...

2 newspapers

.

Aair

.

soda

,

\

.

:.".1-re::a umbrellas

.- ,

vases

12 books

2 newspapers

56

1 tatie
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A D (ROUND 2)

1 umbrella 2 umbrellas 12 boas 1 table
.

,

rice bowlS

,

2 tables

..

4 bottles,
of beer

teacups

ric,,.... tcwls

. ,

: tables

1

red dishes

4 bottles
of beer

rugs

teacups

blue dishes maps

lque dishes red dishes rugs maps

: atties
st' api.les

,

..

1 newspaper 1

\

\

cRtty df
apples

fr

6 bottles
of beer

5C
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UNIT 4 COMMUNICATION GAME B

INL:TRUCTIONS:

Dtss.. Dominoes (Blp Review) This game is played the same way as Communi-'
cation Game A for this unit.

,Materials: Instead of the names of two purchases, you will find on each
card biographic information about one of four Americans in Taipei. (See
CardsDominoes, which follow.) Here is one chain of six cards:

4

'rile OF ,ARRIVAL

COLLEGE MAJOR

UACE OF EMPLoYMENT

CURRENT RESUENCE

NUMBER CF CHILDRFN

FAVORI* FURCHASE

Tt OF ARRIVAL

day before yesterday

Chinese. History

Chinese History

Taiwan UniVersity

day before yesterday

51

t

;41
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Examide: You,are Speaker 1. You have the "Taiwan Uniyersity/First Hotel"
and "4 children/teacups" cards.

Sl: WZ zheli Au ytge r$n. T eha zai Dlyt Dafandian.
32: Zh zai Dtyi Dafindiande nage rSn y3u stge hlizi.
01: Y3u stge hfiizide age r6n xthuan togi chibei.
33: nhuan mi chabiide nage rSn shiqintik Aide.
04: tiantiiin llide nage rSn nianguo ZhanggudalshT.
53: Nianguo Zhaniguo ltshIde nage r6n zai 'divan DaxuS göngzua.

. Si: zai T&ivãn taxa eingzuade nage ren zha zai Dlyt Dafandian.
Wften iIjIng zadao tã aha zai Dlyi Dafandian, shi bu shi?

'4... NI,.-
52

59
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,L!

CARDS--DCMINOEZ (BIO Review)

last week

political
science

last. Month

Chinese
history

eoollomi:s

milm

.

.

political
scienci

. - - 9

-

Chinese '

history

..
.

Chinese
literature

14,0.k i.,t'.

4

,

state
Department

,

U,S. Military
Attache's
Office

,

,

.

U.S.

International
Communications
Agency

., .. .,.

i;fc.k 0.2 C.tate

,

U.S.,Military
Attache's
Office

U.S.

International
Communications
Agency

1

1k7tUe..lilj.)r

liool
:.*.r. LT's

.I.c.m...le

198 Dti.IT

Street

,

Tiinei

,

Go
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A

.

Ambsssadcr
Hotel

.

,...

Mr. a's
house

198 Drta
Street

.

,

tiina

no childro-..n

v
:,..

r

3 children 2. children

4

,

_

I child

. .

L,, ..hildren

.

.

children

.

2 children

.

I child

pc:triel; maps vases

,

.

books

_

.

ia.-.triv.:1

,

mais vases , books

last week

,

last month last year

51*

61
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UNIT 5 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

, This exercise is based on the review dialogue at the end of the C-1
tape. You viii work on your comprehension of the words and patterns
introduced in this unit.

In this ccnversation, Mr. Ferrara is checking.out of his hotel in
Lqijing. He is receiving his bill.

You will Lear the conversation twice. Then each sentence will be
followed by a pause for your translation. After the pause, the speaker
will give an acceptable English equivalent bf the sentence.

EXERCISE 2

exereit 1l F:ive you practice in following currency transactions
iLvcilving PIRC.ou-ret:cy. In this exercise you will listen to an American in
It7i,jTng who tLIIking to a Chinese acluaintance.

You will hear the conversation three times. After listening to it for
the Iwcond time, read the questions below, and write the answers as you
liat-n for the third time.

1. Did the American have any money left after he made
hie purchaser? ( ) Yer ( ) No

. how mu.1. m,ney in People's currency did the American have?
iHINT: ':ind out from the dialogue how much People's currency you

ror one !!.S. dollar. Then multiply by the amount of the
:.merioan's traveler's checks.)

What ;ter,: he buy, and how much did he sPend for them?

ITEX11 PRICE IN PEOPLE'S CURRENCY
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L. In Feople's currency, what is the total amount that the American spent?

EXERCISE 3

In this exercise, a Canadian student in Eligng is talking to a Chinese
student about some gifts the Canadian has just bought to send to her family.
You will hear the conversation three times. Answer the question below as
you listen for the third time.

Here is a new worl you vill find lb the dialogue:

Yruyt.Shingdian (Friendship Department Store)

quEsT:ok

I. List the Camily membern that the Canadian bought things for and the
item that she bought nor each person.

PERSON

t.

ITEM HOW MANY

5E

AIIM=Es
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EXERCISE 4

In this exercise you will listen for expresiiono you understand in a
. conversation that is partly over your head. Mt. Todd is just finishing his
shopping in the Friendship Department Store in aigng. While listening
to his conversation for the third time, answer the questions below.

QUESTIONS,

1. How much money did the American need to pay for his.
purchases?

2. How much did he have?

3. What kind and amount of currency did he change at the
bank? What amount did he end up with?

CURRENCY CHANGED

CURRENCY OBTAINED

4. ,Does the Nationalities Hotel accept U.S. currency?
) Yes ) No

57

64

-r
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UNIT 5 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE 'I

This exercise will give you a ehtnie to talk about amoun s ot money
--changed.

Displgy I shows the names of four people, the amout of limey they
changed on certain days, and the total amount they changed during that time.
Use this information to answer the questions on tape.

Examplts

TAPE:

YOU:

TAPE:

YOU:

TAPE:

YOU:

TAPE:

'YOU:

Notice that
qrshiwUkulai

Xiinsheng Sinyue trshihito hulnle du3shao calk?

TA haule aignde Axing zhipito.

Ti Siva trshigihto huanle.dashao

TA mgi hula qiin.

TA ..gntiln hulnle du3shao qign?

TA jrntfin hulnle eshiwUkuli

Ti yfeng hulnle du6shao qign le?

TA Yfgang hulnle aqrshivakuai taiga le.

after money amounts you can use tensor gala, but
qiim or.dshilatuAi

DISPLAY I

Mr. Anderson
(ind6sFn)

Mii's Novak

(NutuTIO)

Mr. Bauer

Mr. Martin
(Miding)

MARCH 20 MARCH 27 TODAY

not both:

TOTAL
(So Far)

_

U.S. $100 .

i

in traveler's
checks

0 U.S. $75

,

U.S. $175

. '

\ U.S. $100
U..S. $50 in traveler's

checks
0 U S. $150

L A. 1

U.S.. $7.00
U.S. $150j 0 in traveler's

checks
U.S. $250

...44.- ..,

U.S. $75
0 U.S. $175 in traveler's

checks
U.S. $250
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EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you viii have a chance to use the comiletion markr
vith amount end nonamount objects. Display II show vhat certain, Americans
bought far their now residences in Taipei. -If an item vas bought, there
is a check in the sppropristabox. If the amount bought is knownt'then the
-number is shown. If none vas bought, there is a "nos in ths box.

Use the display information to answer the questions. Repeat confirmations.

alma
TAPE: -Wing Xiinsheng mZi shavytnjf le ma?

YOU: TE alil. llinggo shauytnjf.

TAPE: Diansht ne?

YOU: TE y mi &aloe le.

TAPE: Sajlazi ne?

YOU: T1nini.

The additional required vocabulary

shauyInjl (ytge shBuytnjt)

dilneht (ytge

ditinsbln (yige alashan)

DISPLAY II

'Daniel King

Major Weiss

Peter Cook

used in this exercise 'is:

(radio)

(television)

(electric fan)

4

wommIMNM.Iml1111IMIT=11IrIIMMEN.11=1...0.11..
RADIOS IIIVISION BOOKCASE ELEF;C:IC

4/

TABLES 'CHAIRS .

.2 v""

4

no
A

4

I

fro° 6

1
v

, / / 2 P#1 4

.

.

no 2
_

Vf 1 2

59 86
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EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will use lae phrases like waxen talk, "our place
(here)." fli Wang Xlinsheng alit .14r. Uingla place (there).° The conver-
sation tak place in Taipei, where four women share a college, dormitory
room. Each rson has her own corner of the rooms *her placeim ES Outran
and Win Ail are sitting on thetr beds. They aro asking each other
'where in the 1.e., in vtose corner of the roam) various items are.
(Display III shows the room.)

Ammer each question on tape befOre. the roommate sloes; then listen to
her answer and repeat it.

Example

TAPE: glin hang, wade naban
slangshixua nilit

YOU: ZAi wa zhali.

Notice that full names are used.

DISPLAY III

4.1

(Win Alan& whereto that poli-
tical science bodk of mine?)

(It's here in MY Place.)

THE DORMITORY ROOM

IferlAhe roam)

Ha Gutfan's American 00ip
history book

Qiin AilIng's Amerimmite
literature book

H6 Gutfan's economics 00r
book

Outfan
-7117i7Faker)

(not in, the room)

Y4schin's English-
tnese dictionary

same magazines

today's newspaper

Qian Ailfng
(ind speaker)

HS Outran's political
science book

.*

H6 Outfan's Chinese-
English dictionary

>>.

. di*

60 87
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UNIT 5 COMMUNICATION GAME

INSTRUCTIONS:

Type: Five of a Kind

Situation: You and several other people exchange money so that each of you
vill have only bills or coins of a single denomination.

Goal: To get five cards thowing the silme denominsition.

Number of Players: Groups of foursto six students.

Materials: Cards listing six different combinations of money. The total
value of each eard is 410 in People's currency. The,six combinations are

one V10 bill
two V5 bills
ten V1 coins
twenty V.50 coins
one hundred 4.10 coins
two hundred V.05 coins

ylibing shikaide
ligagzhing vakuUde
shlge yikuAide
Irshige Amiode
ylplige ylmAode
lingbige varende

There are five cards for each combination. Bills are shown as rectangies
ind coins as circles. (See Cards--Five'of a Kind, which follow;)

Procedure: 1) Make up a deck of cards including only as raspy money combina-
tions as there are players. For example, if there are four player0), remove
thetten cards for two combinations:

2) Shuffle the cards.

3) peal all the cards. Each player then has a filie-card hand.

4) Players take turns trying7to exchange certain cards with other
players. The winner is the player vbo gets five cards alike.

5) Cards may be shuffled and redeelt for another round. In a group of
fever than six players, the money combinations not in play should be
different for a second round.
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Example,: You are Speaker 1. You have the following hand:

one *10 bill
one V10 bill'
two *5 bills
two *5 bills
ten VI coins

1

You naturally want to exchange your l coins for N5 or VlO bills.

Sl: Mfifan ni, v zhar 3tu edge yikaide. QXng ni gNi wo huanbuan.
52: NT ytto anme man?
Sl: Xng gli lop liIngz Wing Aktultide.

52: %hue, wa mSi wtkulide.
Sl; NY y3u mkyou yizang shfkulide?
52: nu.
Sl: Omen hanhuan be.
52: H104

You now have a full house. Later you will try to eichangelyour 1F5 bills
for V10 bills to give you five of a kind.

Fradtice Points: Changing money.
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CARDSFIVE OF A KIND

..mr

4

3. 410.001 n3.00 2 [45.00 2 45,00 I

,

1
,

,

#

1 410.00 1 410.00 i 2 *5.00 1
I

2 45,00
,

,

,

I

1 2
.

.

,

*10.00 I 45.00

I

di

I, I

6 3

70
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....--

10 V1.00 10 *1.00

,

20

,

V.50

.

20

,

V.50

, .

1

.
...

.
1

10 1.00 10 C..00 20 v.50 20 11.50

,I ,

10 *1.00 20 V.50

I

64

71
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, .

.
100 1.10 100 ii.10 200 **05 200 1405

4.-7,------
...--------

, ,
.

, 100 4.10 100 *.10 200 4.05 200 1405

, ,

I ,
,

100

.

v.10 200 ILO

,

65 72
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UNIT 6 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE

Now you will practice following money transactions involving bills of
different !enominations. In this calversation, Mr. Pere; is just com-
pleting a purchase at a fruit seller?s, which happens to be next door to
a small tailor shop in Taipei.

You will hear the conversation three timet. As you listen to it for
the third time, answer the questions below.

QUESTIONS

1. At first, the customer wanted to pay with what kind of bill?

2. The clerk gets bills of what denomination for the customer?

3. What change does the clerk give to the customer when he finally
pays?

4. Is this the correct change? ( ) Yes

EXERCISE 2

(

Six young men (listed on the next page) work in the same office
building in Taipei. One day last week they arranged to meet during the
day to make plans for a mouutain-climbing trip. As it happened, their
working hours that day were rather unusual.

You will hear their working hours three times. As you listen, write
this information next to the men's names. Then answer the question "What
time did the men meet?" (The answer will be on the hour or half hour.)

Here are the new words you will need for this exercise:

ziioshang (morning--6 a.m. to 11 a.m.
almost noon)

shangwil (morning, forenoon--9 a.m.
day until noon)

xiw (afternoon--noon to 5 p.m.,
day)

w1nshang (evening--5 p.m. to U. p.m.)

Time spans given for these terms are, of course, approximate. (For
additional dttails, see the last Reference Notes in the Unit 6 text.)

, full daylight until

to noon, normal business

the end of the business

66 7,3
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Clock time in Chinese may be preceded by a time-of-day word. Here are
a few examples:

shangwq shidign zh5ng (ten o'clock in the morning)

xiv sldign ban (four-thirty in the afternoon)

winshang jiadian zaing (nine o'clock in the evening)

Notice that the time-of-day word precedes the hour in Chinese.

MEN

Zh/yuin

Lin Zkifing

Mang Shaow6n

Ouying Hug

Zhi*nhan

JiXng Sh/ying

CAME LEFT

WESTION

1. What time did the men meet?

EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will beer Mr. Paulsen talking to a teller in a
Taipei bank. Listen for the various kinds of bills involved in the transac-
tion.

You will hear the conversation three times. As you listen to it for
the third time, answer the questions below.

;ZIJESTIONS

1. What did Mr. Paulsen start out with?

( ) one $200 traveler's check

( ) two $100 traveler's checks

( ) twenty $:0 traveler's checks

How many of each kind of bill did Mr. Paulsen end up with?

$100 bills $10 bills

6i
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EXERCISE 4

Now you will listen to time-of-day words and clock times. You may not
understand every word in the conversation, but you should be able to answer
the question below.

Miss Sang, a nurse; is being asked about when she starts work. Listen
to the conversation three times. Then answer the question.

Here are some new words you will need for this exercise:

kiishl (to start, to begin)

yaude shihou (sometimes)

QUESTION

/1. What are the starting times of the shifts Miss Sang might work?

TIME OF DAY CLOCK TIME
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UNIT 6 P-2 WORKBOOK

. EXERCISE 1

In this exercise you will have a chance to give someone the exact time
of day and to use the aspect marker shi...de.

Display I shows the names of people coming for a conference today at
a local university. It also shows their arrival times. Mk. Shang, who
has just arrived, is interested in knowing what time people got in or are
due to arrive. Answer his questions according to the information in the
display.

Example 1

Zhinhin shi jintiin gdiin awing Aide?

A: VI, shi jiadilin bin 'Aide.

If someone has not arrived yet, you must first explain this and then
provide his tftne of arrival.

Example 3

Q: LY Tfngan ne?

A: N. hi mei 31i. Ta shfardan zh8ng lfii.

DISPLAY I

NQW
9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30112:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00

Sim nenhAn X
4

L. Tingting X
.-

Bai Hulrfin X
,

.

ShI Gu6u
.

I

,

X

Gio Bingyfng X

Jiang Shlying
.. ..-

X

WAng Dean
4

I

4

X

(34ying Cbeng

4

X
,

DZng Shaoven

..

I

A

X

Bac) MeilAng
t

1

L _
X

69

76
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EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you practice giving clock time and using time-of-day
words.

Display 11 shows the names of nurses working at a hospital in BlijIngi
It also shows the shifts they will be working for the next two weeks. Base
your answers to the recorded questions on the information in this display.

Example,

TAPE: He Winging jIdign zhang kaishl göngzua?

YOU: Ti zgoshang qIdign zhang ki.ih gangzua.

Noti4e that, in the answer, the word "morning" is added to the hour to
avoid confusion about which "seven o'clock" is meant. Include the words
"morning," "afternoon," and "evening" in your answers.

Here are the new vocabulary iterg you will need in this exercise:

zgoshang (morning-6 a.m. to 11 a.m.)

xiwii (afternoon--noon until the end of the business day)

wanshang (evening--end of the business day until 11 p.m.)

kaishI (to start, to begin)

DISPLAY II

7 a.m. 3 p.m. 11 p.m.

He Winging X

Ygng Defin X

Zhang MailIng

.

X

..

Wing Xuefin X

. .

Xia Violin

_41

X

Sang WInrg X
.

A

Zhöu Qiloyfin X

Tgng Juan X

..

Mgo Man
_

, X

Sun MInzhan X

70 7 7
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EXERCISE 3

Display III shows the names of people who came for a conference at a
local university and their departure.times. Using the display, answer the
two recorded questions about each person.

Example

TAPE: San Zhinhan shi wAnshang aude ma?
YOU: shi, ti shi aoshang aude.

TAPE: Tel shi 3din zh3ng aude?

YOU: Tä shi edian zhang 2,5ude.

For this exercise you will need the vocabulary item shingya, "morning(9 a.m. to noon)." Although zloshang,may be used to refer to the wtole
morning, shIngwa is often used to refer to a business-day morning. In
this context, zaoshang refers only to 6 a.m. until 9 a.m., and shingwi
refers to 9 a.m. until noon.

DISPLAY ill

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A.M. P.M.

7
P

9 11
4

1 3
4 1

5 7 9 11
1 4. , ,

San Zhnhiin X 1 1 illill 1

,\I 4.
LT Tingf5ng 1 1 1 .1 1 I'll 1

4 1- 1 1 1 8- i 1
. - .

ShT GuSquin I 1 i 1x11 11 1

f 1 1 4 .1 4 1 , 4i

, . ,

Gio BIngyfng 1 1 1 i 11;11 1

1 , I 1 , 1 1 1 1 4 4,

ouying Ch6ng 1 X 111111 1

4 4 41 ,111.1
Ding ShAowin 1 1 I 1 I i 1 1 1

4 1 1 4 . 1 1 L i 4 4,

Bio &ailing 1 1 !XIII! 1

1 4 1 4 1 4- 1,1. 1
4

4

Rgi Hulrin 1 1 IiIIINII
4 4 . 1 4 4 I I 1 1

4 - - .. - .
fling Shlying X 1 111111 1

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 , 1 1 4,

Wing D'4fen 1 1 ; 1 11111 1i i I I I I I i _ I _ I

71
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UNIT 6 COMMUNICATION GAME A

INSTRUCTIONS:

Type: Meeting

Situation: It is the beginning of the school year at a college in Taipei.
You and three other students have your new class scheOules. You are trying
to figure out when you can get together every day as a. studly group.

Goal: To find an hour during the school day whorl all four of you are free.

Number of Players: Groups of four students.

Materials: A work sheet for each player. (See Sample Work Sheets, which
i=7-7.r. Under your name for this game, your daily class schedule is shown,
with check marks indicating the hours at which you have classes.

Procedure: Mingle with the players in your group' to exchange information.

Example,: You are Speaker 1. It is Round 1.

Sl: W5men keyi jirldan bl jian ma?
52: Ba k4yi. W3 y3u ki.

W3men ytdiln zhang jian, xIng bu xing?
52: Xing. W3 m6iyou ka.
Sl: Sandian zhang nI y5 mêiyou ka ma?
52: M6iyou. Sandign zhöng y5 kfiyi.

You would now question the other players. You aak only about the hours
that Speaker 2 is free.

Practice Points: Clock time.
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(ROUND 1 ) '
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UNIT 6 COMMUNICATION GAME B

INSTRUCTIONS:

Type: Matching

Situation: It is the beginning of the school year at a college in Taipei.
You and three other students have your new class schedules. You are com-
paring them to see what classes two armoire of yot will be attending
together. (There is only one class for each subject at any given hour;
So having a class at the same time means attending it together.)

Goal: To find matches in classes.

Number of Players: Groups of four students.

Materials: A work sheet for each player. (See Sample Work Sheets, which
777177)

pcample) You are Speaker 1. It is Round 1.

Sl: JidLn zhang ni y3u ka ma?
52: Y5u.

Sl: rau shenme ka7
52: Y5u yttang jingjixa. NT ne?

JiIdlan zhang w5 y5u yltang zhingzhixug.
(eta.)

Additional Note: For this game, you will need to know the counter for
class periods, -tans.

Fractice Foints: ,Clock time, review of academic subjects.

Th
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SAMPLE WORK SHEETS:
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Zhau IX M Wing
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(ROUND 1)
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(ROUND 1)
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MODULE 4: DIRECTIONS

UNIT I C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE

In this exercise you vill vork on your comprehension of directions
involving the wo7ds for "right," "left," and "intersection."

In this conversation, an American student and a &these student are
standing across the street fram their boardinghouse in Taipei. The
American student learned some Chinese in the United States. He has just
arrived in Taipei for further study.

You will hear the conversation three times. As you listen to it for
the third time, answer the questions on the next page.

You need to know four new expressions for this exercise:

zunianr (left side)

shadian (bookstore)

Zhöngsuo Wnxue. ShI (A History of Chinese Literature)

shingdian (store, shop)

Daole 11k5u means "having REACHED the intersection." The expression
does not mean "having CROSSED the intersection." (See map below. The X
represents daole dlarge lOk5u.)

t.'AtiOlf44
r , .,t

}A

0-sp-

84
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QUESTIONS,

1. How do you get to Taiwan University/from "here" (i.e., where the
students are standing)? (For the route, draw a line from the
students to the university. For Taiwan University, draw a
circle on the map.)

How-do you get to the Student Bookstore (Xu6shin.: Shadian) from
Tait= University? (Show the route and mark an X on the map
for the bookstore.)

3. In which direction is the small shop where you can buy soap?
(Indicate the direction by an array beginning where the students
are and pointing towards the shop.)

BOARDING -
HOUSE

rEn
TWO
Si UDENTS
FACING
EAST
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EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you will work on your comprehension of the words for
"from," "to," and "by way of." Mr. Randolph, an American businestman, is
talking with his friend Mrs. Zhing, a Chinese woman living abroad.

You will hear the conversation three times. As you listen to it for,
the third time, answer the questions on the next page.

Here are three new' words you need to know for this exercise:

jIngguo (by way of, via)

JIn (to be close, to be near)

fingbian (to be convenient)

The place names you need for the exercise are g!ven below.

Nii Yuê
(New York)

Döngjing
(Tokyo)

raga)
(France)

Dégub
(Germany)

Egu5
(Russia)

In this unit you saw the phrase "go to..." translated as
In giving the stages of a long itinerary, however, dao is usually used
alone, without agE, as in W8 onign c6nii Nii Yui deo D8ngJln, c6ng.
D6ngjIng deo Xiingsang, c6ng Xigngging deo MijIng.

66
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9UESTIONS.

L. Was it last year that Mr. Randolph vent to China through Europe?
( ) Yes ( ) No

2. Is it cheaper to go to China via San Francisco?

( ) Yes ( ) No

EXERCISE 3

This exercise will give you practice in recognizing the prepositional
verb dao and the full verb Ain different situations. In this conversa-
tion two Chinese students are talking about their study plans at Taiwan

/University.

You will hear the conversation three times. As you listen to it for
the third time, answer the questions below.

Here are two expressions you need for this exercise:

kai xu6 (school starts Cliterally, "open school"))

hii bairfeng (not yet certain)

This conversation contains a number of sentences involving the purpose
of an action. You have already learned sentences involving the purpose of
someone's "coming":

NI lai zu8 sh6nme? (What did you come to do?)

Here you win find sentences about the purpose of studying and going:

NI xu R3wn zu8 shinme? (Why are you stuclying Japanese?)
W5 xiing dao RIbEn qa (I'm thinking of going to Japan

nazi sha. to study.)

FXESTIONS

I. Do both students have definite plans to study overseas?
( ) Yes ( ) No

2. Is it more expensive to study in Japan than in the United States?
( ) Yes ) No

87
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DIALECT LISTENING EXERCISE

A Dialect Listening Exercise is'a conversation from a preceding

exercise spoken wlth a different prdnunciation. YoU vill learn to under-

stand Chinese as pronounced by speakers of Chinese languages who have

learned Standard Chinese as a second\language.

One common characteristic of dialct speech is that words which would

start with the sounds fzh/, /cht, andI/sh/ (i.e., retroflex, or Al-

position, sounds) in Standard Chinese \are pronounced with the sounds /s/,

/c/4 and /s/ (i.e., dental, or W-position, sounds). Also, initial /r/

may be pronounced like an English 1, or z.

88 9
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UNIT 'I P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

In this exercise you will ask for directions. You will also practice
a tochnique that will help you understand directions: breaking down'the
directions into steps.

Using the "mars" of Taipei in Display I, ask directions to the place
named at the top of each map. For instance, the first place you are
looking for is the bank. So your conversation starts.out like this:

Example I

YOU: Ungwin, dio yfnhing qa zfnme 050

rRepeat confirmation.3

C6ng zhili wing zu5 z5u. Diole lak5u, zai wing yesu z5u,
jia dao le.

Your second task in this exercise ia to listen to the directions given
and to indicate the route by drawing a line on the appropriate map. (The
directions will be repeated.)

the
and
For

Now your third task: breaking down the directions into
route you have just mapped out, take the first step of
ask if that is what you do,first. Then ask what comes
instance:

Example 2

YOU: tift' xian wing zu5 z5u, dut bu dui?

TAPE: Dut le.

YOU: Ranhau ne?

TAPE: Ranhu, dao1f. lak5u, zai yang y8u 7.5u.

YOU: Tao. Xikie.

steps. Using
the directions
after that.

For this exercise you need to know the word xitioxufi, "gracbt school,"
"primary school."
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DISPLAY I

To the bank
4 From the elementar} school

to the university

F-1
2 From the ank to 5. From the university

the coffeehouse

3 F rom tne coffeehouse

to the restaurant

6 From the restaurant
to tnt' elementary school to the bank

1 I

.1111MMIMIRMIIMII

Indicates starting point and direction faced
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EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you will talk about sequences of actions. You are
to describe where you went yesterday, where you are going today, where
you will go tomorrow, and so on.

Looking at Display II on the nextlaage, you will see three lists
showing places you went or will go to. Using this information, answer
the recorded questions. (When taking your answers from a list, assume
that today's date is the date given at the top of that list.)

Example I

TAPE: NI jIntian dao nfili qa?

YOU: W5 xitin dao Meiguo Yinhing qa, rinhau dao Tiwãn Yinhfing qa.

When answering questions about a completed action, use the shi...de
construction, since you are focusing sn WHERE you went, not on whether or
not you went.. When using shi...de ie clauses, sht is sometimes omitted.

Example 2,

TAPE: 7,u5tian ne?

YOE : W5 shi dao Guel4in Dafandian qade, rg.nhau dao fanguenzi
qade.

(Notioe that in the second clause there is no shi.)

f
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DISPLAY II

LIST 1
(Today is September 11.)

DESTINATIONS

TODAY Bank of America Bank of Taiwan

YESTERDAY Ambassador Hotel a restaurant

TOMORROW Bank of America the First Hotel

DAY AFTER TOMORROW Taiwan University a restaurant

LIST 2
(Today is December 10.)

DESTINATIONS

TODAY Taiwan University Hulmn. Coffeehouse

YESTERDAY the First Company Taiwan University

TOMORROW Taiwan University a restaurant

DAY AFTER TOMORROW the First Company Huimn Coffeehouse

(Today is March 23.)

DESTINATIONS

TODAY. Taiwan University Zhöngshin Elementary School

YESTERDAY Wing Elementary Taiwan University

School

TOMORROW Zhöngshan Elementary Repfng Elementary School

School

DAY AFTER TOMORROW Taiwan University H6pfng Elementary School
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. EXERCISE 3

In this exercise you will ask two types of questions which call for
yes/no answers. You have learned bow to ask yes/no questions by offering
a choice between the "yes" answer and the "no" answer.

"YES" ANSWER "NO" ANSWER YES/NO-CHOICE QUESTION

T1i. T&bftl.tt. --7i, bu

It is also possible to follow this pattern to form questions about actions
which are completed:

"YES" ANSWERc

TA 1i le.

"NO" ANSWER YES/NOCHOICE QUESTION

TA mii(you) 111. Ti lgi le miiyou?

.

The speaker on tape will give the ANSWER to a question. Then you are
to ask the QUESTION that prompted the answer, using the appropriate
yes/no-choice question.

pcamnle I

A: Tamen nili IA mai M6iguo zgzhi.

Q: Tamen nili mli bu mai Mliguo azht?

As you know, Tamen nAli mli Miguo zizht bu mai? is also correct, but the
speaker will confirm with the quesfion in the example.

Examnle 2,

A: To. 75u le.

Q: TE z5u le meiyou?

Keep in mind that aiyou can be the negative of the main verb elm.(a state
verb) as well as the marker of the negative of completed action. Here.is
an example of the negative of &I.:

A: W5 aiyou can. (1 don't have any money.)
Q: NT yu meiyou qign? (Do you have any money?)

Here is an example of the negative of completed action:

A: W5 mgiyou hub can.. (I haven't changed any money.)
Q: NT huAn qifin le mftyou? (Have you changed any money?)
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UNIT el COMMUNICATION GAME

INSTRUCTIONS:

Type: Tracing

Situation: The setting is Taipei. One'person is giving directions to

another over the telephone. Both have copies of the same map. The person

giving directions has the route marked on his copy, and the person listen-

iFig to the directions is trying to trace the route on his copy.
-

Goal: To have the same route marked on both maps.

Number of Players: Pairs of students.

Materials: Maps,,either unlabeled or partially labeled with place names.
(iarira-yers have the same kind of map.)

Procedure: One player marks a route on his copy of the map. He gives

directions to another player, wto marks the-route on his copy. Then the

two players compare the routes they have marked.

The player giving directions may make the route as complicated as he

wishes--the more complicated the better, within practical limits. Re may

at any time repeat himself or check to see if the other player has under-

stood. The player receiving directions may at any time stop the other
player, ask him to repeat, or check up on his own undJrstanding.

With unlabetOd maps, the starting point is indicated on both copies.
With partially labeled maps, the player giving directions asks where the

other player is now. The player receiving directions chooses a starting

point and names it.

The same copies of the map, fresh copies, or different maps may be used

for additional rounds of the game.

Example 1: (un1Gbeled map) You are Speaker 1. You have marked a route on

your copy of the map (as shown on the first Sample Work Sheet).

Sl: C6ng nili wing yau z5u. Diole 311k5u, zii wing zu5 z5u.

$:!: W5 xiin wang you z5u, du! bu dui?

Si: Du/ le.
liginhou ne?

Sl: Rfinh8u, daole nk5u, zai wiing zu5 z5u.

52: Mo.
(etC.)
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Example 2.: (labeled map) You are Speaker 1. You have marked a route on
your copy of the map. (See secondiSample Work Sheet.)

52: D4o nill cia zinme au?
61: NI xiknzai zki
02: 0 xianzai zli Hawn KinitIng.
Sl: NY zhidao bu %hider) lalguo Waguincht?
62: ZhIdso.
Sl: Xiin'dio Mliguo Wguinch. Daole Wave) Wtguincht, zai ylzhi zbu.

Ranh& &TaleMau' zli ving y8u z8u, ji0 dio le.
52; Witiin c6ng Hutu& haitIng wing y8u z8u. Rnhu, aole doinge

lak8u, zia ving g8u z8u, ja dao le, dut bu dui!
Sl: Dut le.
(etc.)

Practice Points: Everything about directions presented in the course to
this point.

95.
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SAMPLE WORKEEETS:
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Huair...;i Coffeehouse

Bank of Taiwan

U

US CA

Firtlt Hotel

D.2
I

U.S. Military Attache's Office.fu
pnj

rL

Dlhug Store

uJ

*aka means "restaurant" (literally, "vine house"). Finganr samd
finguinzi are seldom used in the names of restaurants.
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UNLABELED MAPS for TRACING GAME
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LABELED MAPS for TRACING GAME

P1u.iens4f Coffeehouse

Bank of Taiwan

USICA

FILE

First Hotel

r
n

ShAghat Jtrigla

U S %Wary Attache's Office

C

10a
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I.

Haim& Coffeehouse ,

n
Bank of Taiwan

First Hotel

US. Mditary Attache's Office

US1CA

E

103 no

ilM1111111111111111116 n
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HuarfIgi Coffeehouse

n

4.

Bank of Taiwan

II AV

C.1

First Hotel

Jfl
ShalighTti Jiujia

U S Military Attache's Office

Lu
USICA

!PI
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Hufithiii Coffeehouse

Bank of Taiwan

,

F rst Hotel

E
S Military Attache's Office

112
105

Shailighai

D7thu5 Store
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Taipei
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Taipei
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I UNIT 2 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE 1

This exercis will give you practice with the words for "inside,",
"outside," "right side," and "left side."

.14

Mr. Ludden is making a purchase at the Friendship Department Store in
ge has 4ust discovered that he does not have enough Ffople's

currency to pay for the purchase.

You will heaeMr. Ludden's conversation three times. As you lkAten
to it for the third time, ansver the questions on the next page.

Here are four expressions you will need fOr the exercise:

gau (to be enough)

Y6uyi Shangdiin (Friendship Department Store)-

binshleha (office)

zuthIo (it vould be best that) ,

% In this exercise the prepositional verb dmis used for "through," or

W6 c6ng nIr z6u? (How do I get there?)

NT c6ng nhge dimgn z6u. (You get there through that entrance.)

(When speaking of "via" cities and coUntries, you.vould generally use
jingguo: W3 shi lIngsuo Rtb*n Ode, "I went via Japan.")

Here is diagram of the Friendship Department Store, for your use in
following the conversation and in answeripg the questions on the next page:

F.
(A) Y6uyi Shangdian (3)

-(FRIENDSHIP DEPART)ENT STORE)

I I

018 115
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QUESTIONS,

1. Row is Mr. Ludden advised to go to the bank offiee?

) through the inside

( ) through the outside.

2. Where is the bank office? ,

( ) on the left side (B)

( ) on the right side (A)

EXERCISE 2

This exercise will give you more practice with the words for "inside,"
"otitside," "right side," and "left side."

In the.two conversations between a WijIng resident and an out-of-tovn
guest, some of the details have been invinted. They may not correspond to
the actual situation in.Bligng.

You will hear the converSations three times. As yoU listen to them
for the third time, answer the questions below.

You will need the word r4, "to be hot," for this exereie.-

QUESTIONS

1. Indicai.e by check marks where each item is sold.

\ APPLES

NEWSPAPERS

SOLD

inside the park\ outside the park

CANDY

S.

\

\

\ORANGES
\

MAGAZINES

SODA

=11111,

2. Are oranges and apples sold to the right of the candy? ( ) Yes ( ) No
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EXERCISE

This exercise will give you practice vith the words for "before" and
"..fter."

Mt. Clerk bas been staying at the Wijing Hotel for a few weeks.. He
is talking in the hotel lobby to Professor Lin, a Chinese person living
overseas. Professor Lin has also been staying at the Bgijing Hotel for
the past few weeks with a delegation tram EUrope.

You will hear the conversation three times. As you listen to it fOr
the third time, answer the questions below.

Here are some new expressions you vill aeed for the exercise:

z6uzou (to'take a walk)

na (well, then)

QUESTIONS

1. Mr. Clark wants to go for a walk

( ) after he goes to see his friend.

( ) before he goes to see his friend.

2. Professor Lin's friend iA coming

( ) at four o'clock.

( ) before four o'clock.

) after four o'clock.
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UNIT 2 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE

Translate orally into Chinese each English question below. After your
translation, the speaker on tape will ask the question in Chinese and give
an answer, to the question.

Thd answers usually leave out the introductory "I know that..." ana
give only the information asked for:

Examgle 1 (No. 1 on tape)

Q: NT zhIdao bu zhidaolikangdin DianyIngyuan zai nar?

A: ni Dangdin Caishichangde yaubianr.

Example 2 (No. 2 on tape) .

Q: NY zhidao bu zhidao zhar fajtn u meiyou diauyIngyuan?
,r

A: 'nu, jia zai Dangdan CalsOichangde yaubianr.

(Netice in Example 2 that a yes/no-choice question ENI zhidao bu
may be u,sed with "whether" as well as with "what," "where," l'who," and so
forth.)

RIELES1
1. Do you know

... Po you know

4.- NI ynu know

Do you know,

1 .0 you-know

yo,.; know

-
: P0 you know

DO you kno.w

Po yeu know

where the Döngdan Theater is?

whether there is a theater in this area?.

at what hour the bank opens?

how to ret to Dönedin Park from here?

on *what side Of Dangdan Park there is a market? 0

whother*this hotel accepts American currency? - I

whether the bank 6pens on Saturday?

where you 4ean change money into People's currency?

,whether there is a bank in the vicinity of DEIngdin Park?

'It. you know how much this vase costs?
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EXERCISE 2

Displky I is a map of two areas in a fictional Chinese city in H6b5i.
The zigzag line across the middle of the display indicates that the tvo
areas are not near one another.

Use the displsy to ansver the questions on tape, assuming that the
map is complete. (For ekample, since a college is not shown in the
vicioity of the Moiling Hotel, assume that no college is in that area.)

.For this exercise, you need to knov these tvo expressions:

arlioxa (elementary school)

glingziao *mash? (supply and marketing cooperative)

DISPLAY I

46

ZhBnpshan
University

I Alan'
SR:re

Bank of
China

14gd

Zhongshin
Park

No. 3 Supply
ano Marketing
Cooperative ..

L Chine
Bookstore

112

No. 5 Elernf:tary
School

119
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EXERCISE 3

Display 11, on the next page, contains six maps of the same area in
fictional Chinese city in Hgbei. On each map a different place is labeled.
You will ask directions "from" that place "to" the place indicated above
the map.

For each map, ask how to get from one place to the other. When you
are given the directions, repest them one sentence at a time. (You will
find it helpful to trace the route on the map, with.one arrow for each
sentence.)

Example (Nap 1: from the Wiping Hotel to the No. 2 Elementary School)

YOU: Cans Wiping Fandith dito Dtar Xilioxull q, sines aul

TAPE: Chale Rpfng Findian wing clang au. Gale lak5urt jia shi
Dtar XiNoxu6.

YOU: Chide Hpng andian, tit xiin wing döng au, dul tm dui?

TAPE: Dut le.

YOU: Rah4u.guale lk3ur. yaubishr jo shi dut bu duir

TAPE: Dut le.

You will need to know:

xiioxui , (elementary school)

guale laaur (having passed the intersection)

113 I 2 0
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DISPLAY II
1. From the Hniang Hotel to

the No. 2 Elementary School

2. From the No. 2 Elementary
School to the Rinen Bank

1L

3. From the Rfinmin Bank
to the (AhuS Theater

4. From the Dihui Theater
to Zh5ngshin University

5. From Zhöngshin University
to the Xinhuli Bookstore

No. 2
ELE ENTARY

S HOOL

S. From the Xinhui Bookstore
to the 14ping Hotel

ANHUA
BOOKST RE

ri
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EXERCISE 4

Each item will start vitt a statement that a person do:s One thing
first and *ten does another. The statement is repeated. Then you are
asked when the person does ore of the two things. You answer that he
does it either before or after he does the otlger.

Example 1,

TAPE: Ta xiin 4 mai döngxis zai qa kan pengyou.

shinme shlhou qa kin pingyou?

YOU: Ta maile dangxi yThau zai qa kan pfingyou.

(Repeat confirmation.)

In your reply, notice the completion le placed BEFORE:the nonamount object
Mood in the ehau clause. (See Reference Notes on Additional Required
Vocabulary in your textbook.)

Example 2,

TAPE: Ta xiin Qj huan qiin, zai qa mil dangxi.

Tel Baume shlhou qa huln qiin?

YOU: Ta qa mai deingxi xiin qa huan qian.

(Repeat confirmation.)

UNIT 2 COMMUNICATION GAME A

INSTRUCTIONS:

am: Tracing (This game is played like the Unit 1 COmmunication Game,
except that the setting is laijIng and you have additional words and
structures at your disposal.)

115
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UNLABELED MAPS for TRACING GAME
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LAMM MAP for TRACING GAME

1-1

I fl

1-Iiiping Hotel

Ui

et. Zhöngshin Park

callus Movie Theater

Lir]

1

j
Bank of China

Ditt6ng Sto e

Lid

Dn

1:3

I

4

Rfinen Bank
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LIWTRa'TIONS:

"411e; NeIghbors

Situation: You see talking with three people about where various other
people live within a four-block area of ligijIng. Each player knows where
six people live ind needs to find out where six others live.

UNIT 2 COMMUNICATION GAME B

Goal:. to fili in the names of the six.other people in-the appropriate
places on your work sheet.''

Number of Players: Groups of four 'students.

Materials: A vorksheet tor each player (See Sample. Work Sheet cc the .
next page.) The name's of six people are shown on your.work sheet in the
trAwa representing ttleir homes".. The names 1F six other people are listed
let the bottom of your work sheet.t

Pr-14re: Mingle with the players in your group to find out where six

in eao.h t:onversationt.identify Peoplelshomes known to both you and
your partLcr. nen.wA'to the north, iouth, east, or west in asking
aUout wh,tt people iive in these hometi.

An oxi.rersin tluch as "to the east of" will mean "immediately to the
al;t 0C #,Lat is, the next house ih that directiOn..

Y,u1 win r,ot be able.to describe the location of a house if it is not
rivm. to a 1.1-rson'l: house knoitn to both you and your conversation partner.
1ay sity W 7,hidao zki nAr,lkshi w5 b0 zhidao zinme shu5, "I know
wher ;t is, but f,don't know how to say it." (There are, of course,
wayn to describe the location.. One way is to say Wini Ongbianr(de)
dloaszee nhi ChNizi, "The third house to the east of the Wings'
houtl.e ie th. .1thr,' house.")

ExarTi.c: Y,1 are Opeaker 1. You have the Sample Work Sheet on the next
paev.

171: NI bu zhidao LI jii zai par?
ba :hiaac

t;I: NT zhIdao bu zhidao Wing jii zai ar?
7hidao.
zhidao bu zhidao sh6i zhk zai Wing Wide d5ngbianr?

Oge Vongzht zha zai Wing gide dangbianr.
1.11: LI Temgzhl zhO zai Gäojiäde dangbianr.

rraeti.-e,Foihts: Dongbianr, bEibianr, xIbianr, niribianr, Nr zhldao bu
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SAMPLE WORK SHEET:

Wing Gao

Liu

Zhio

c?

0

Li Chgn

TI4I: :hang, Yting,, WU, Zhöu, Huang,

122
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UNIT 2 COMMUNICATION GAME C.

INETRUCTIONS:

Tye: .Tic-Tac-Toe

Goal: As in any game of Tic-Tar-Toe, to occupy three pluares in a row.

Number of Playerv 4rs of students:

Materidls: Each pl yer draws a Tir-Tac-Toe "board" on paper. (Each player
marks the plays on lis own copy of the board.) The'renter square on the
board lp a Przrk s. rounded by eigilt oity blocks. The blocks are identified
by their directic.. from the park. I .

f

côneyuinde Ongyuande
xib*ibianr bZgibianr

cangyalnde-
xTbianr

GONGVIN

gangyufinde

donsbnbianr

eingyugnde
döngbianr

g3ngyufinde

xintinbiaur
gangyande
,nfifibianr

sengypinde
dongninbianr

Notit-e tfrit. in thiLese, a direction such as "northwest," xibgi, is
liC,r:t:ly "west --orth"--the order-in which the two directions are
given is tht- reverse or the English order.

Froced4re: The first p1ayer marks an X in a square. The second player
marks an L' in another 'iquare. And so 01.. As each player marks a square,
he te:ls the :ther p2ayer what square he is occupying: W5 yio..4, "I

yartner must mark the play in the appropriate square on
his e:Iy the board.
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ExamDle: You are Speaker 1, marking X

below show the order of play.)

Sl: W6 yao engyugn.
52: W6 yao gongyande
Sl: W3 yao engyufinde

62: W6 yao engyande
Sl: W5 yko engyufinde
62: W6 yao gangyuinde
Sl: W5 yao gangyuinde

. (The numbers in the diagram

biibianr.
d5ngb*ibianr .

xininbianr .

döngbianr.
dangninbianr.
xibianr. W6 ying le.

A,

I-Taotice loints: Eight poi/nts of the compas.

13,3
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UNIT 3 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

An American and his Chinese acquaintance have-just left a movie theater
in D6ingdin (Nigng). They are talking in front of the theater.

You vill hear the conversation three times. ,As you listen to it for
the third time, translate each sentence orally during the pause provided
on tape. Then compare your translation with the suggested translation
'given by the speaker.

Here are three.words you need to .know:

jfau (to be called [as in Nizige eingYugn Jiao Dangdan
Onautin., "That park is called the Dongdin Park."])

z,40 (to be early [used also for "good morning"))

'.:;udao (tc walk,to)

fr, this exercise the use of zhaigp, "this," may seem strange to you.
fn Enriish, you,say "That movie vas really good." In Chinese, you say

(E.hAige) movie": 214ige dianyInaLzhên hao.

EXERCISE 2

i:t.tr.,.ec are ,tiocussed in this (onversation between a Canadian man and
wemaL. They are talking in a hotel in NijIng.

y. w::: he-tr 1..he eonversation three times. As You listen to it for
tL 'hir- tine, 3newer the questicms below.

nt.t.,: know these expressions:

(character Cof Chinese writing))

(to be pronounced, to be read as)

tiao to wear a watchdai, "to wear"; biao, "watch")

1. 141:ere is the Chinese woman from?

; ) 5.;1 jing ( ) NfinjIng ( ) Shanghai

z.lcse to Shanghai? ( ) Yes ( ) No ,
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3. How many years did the Chinese woman attend Winaing UniversitY?

( ) 4 yeara ( ) 3 years

Row many years has the Chinese woman been working in ilijing?

( ) 4 years ( ) 3 years

What time oS day Oas the conversation held?

(-) 6 o'clock ( ) ( ) 8:30

EXERCISE 3

Again, distances are discussed by an American man and a Chinese woman.

They are in the Bijing Hotel. .

. .

You will hear the conversation three times. Answer the qmestioks

buloi as you listen for the third timi.

These two .nelat expressions are tn the conversation:

yljian yTchang

Ename.of a department store in aigne
(a piece of clothing)

QPF:TIONC

1. How near is the Hihu Di160 ( ) faraway ( ) close-by

. On the map below. which square represents the'Briihua alem? (Put

an X in the al3propriate square.)
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EXERCISE 4

A Chinese person living in Japan is visiting the FRC. He is talking
with his guide in Nigng.

You will hear the conversation three times. As you listen to it for
the third time, translate each sentence orally during the pause provided
on tape, . Then compare your translation with the suggested translation
giveh by the speaker.

These ,irressions are in the conversation:

nuyi Shingdian

Han-,P1 ztdian

RI-Han zidian

(Friendship *artment Store)

(Chinese-Japanese dictionaiy)

(Japanere-Chinese dictionary)

Yr)11 have already learned that ancan mean "and." In this ex4rcise,
r. is a prepositional verb translated as "with":

W5 On ,ta qa. (I'll go with him.)

Notice that ta is toneless after the prepositional verb Egia. Tit 'reps its

tone Fifter the conjunction sal, meaning "and":

W5 gen ti döu 0 le. (He and'i both went.)

There are auded differences between negative sentences containing Egli,.
nvid," 11,4 Cell, "with":

W6 m;;iyou r-en ta (15. (I didn't go with him.).

wn c;q: tTt i511 mkyou qa. (Neither he nor I went.)

127 136



EXERCISE 1.

Th0-
.asik how to get from one.place to another, as indicated above.the.

-MAiX.. -When you 4re given the directlons, check thea:onesentence_at.a
tirw. (You will.find.it: helpful to trace the route on each map, wlth

one arrow for eacb sentence.)

piamnXe-cMap O4 .TOBI the Bei,ling,Botel. to_the Xinhug_BookstoreY

?Cu: C6ng Beijing FAndiAn dao Xinhug ShidiAn qui zenble au?

TAPE: Chale Beijing FandiAn phi° d6rg.z5u. Mole lakeur chgo
tei gui.. 7u ba yugni aadang dlyige d116u jia &hi

"XInhua ShadiAn:

Beijing FAndiAn w xiãn chgo"dg au, ut bu dui?

TAPL: Dui le.

Y. 1U15ur w6 thao 141 guai, dultbu dui?

.0.1T lo.

-V:4H71.7 tri L yiin, 11th diyf5-cTdAl4u jia shi-Xinhut.
lut aui?

UNIT 3 P-2 WORKBOOK

1"4.,u

..;t,.re.-1.r.

Baihui: Da16u, the name of a department
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DISPLAY I
I From the Etéijihg Hotel to

the xinhu5 Bookstore

tri.71747
HOTEL

IL
f-rom the BAthub D315u
lo the Dlintid-an Park

1 Lim..mwmromm.....1 L....
tiAlfit)(3
DAL ou

t- nun the Xinhu'a Bookstore
trh. Dönciclan Market

0 XTNHUA
BOOKSTORE

11

1-29

4 From the Bank of China to
the 8/ha)" Oa16u

1-1
5 From the Döngan Market

to the Bank of China

MMM1~11.1

MARKET

r--
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EXERCISE 2

The arrows orAthe map in Display II indicate trips that three people
will take to three cities in the FRC. The speaker on tape will ask you
questions about whether it is far from one city to another* and about
whether a certain person is going to a certain city.

-414'
Example,

TAPE: Shanghai I Nanjing yuan bu yam?

YOU: Shanghai li Ninjing ba yuan.

Notice the position of ba in negative answers containing the prepositional
verb li.

DISPLAY II

CHINA

Beiiinge

Comrade
rviN

YELLOW SEA

N njIng
Comrade 0 Sh'inghsgi
Chen

*It is unbelievatle that anyone who speaks Chinese does not know the
relative distanoes between these three major cities. They are used in
this exercise precisely because the namcs ere familiar to most people,

thus not .iistracting.

I
Gol
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Now you will practice modifying nouns in Chinese by forming phrases
wh ch correspond to English "Which" or "who" phrases.

You have-learned-about-ihrases-witt-the-markerused-13EFORE-the
modified noun.

Munn k4a; dianying DE naige xuAsheng.

Ithe student vho likes to watch movies

.4nOther way to.describe a.persop, plate, or thingis to use it in a
sentence with y3u_and FOLLOW it with the. modifyingThrase.

. _

1,17) i5t; y1re mZimei hEn xihuan kan dianyIng.

,

Whavt. a younger sister Cwho) very much likes to watch movies.)

"---7.u6tidn y611 yfge real lai kan Ia.
0.

(Yestvrtay ti.vrt- was a person (who] came to see yOu.)

For each item in this exercise, youmill hear two sentences. Combine
tti two Into one sentence, using the second sentence to modify the first.

1212E011

TAPE: Ti y5u yige jiEjie. Ti jiEjie zai MEiguo nian sh6.

YCU: Ti y5u yige jajie zai MEiguo nian shra.

UNIT 3 COMMUNICATION GAME A

Type Tracing (This game is played like the Unit 1 Communication Game,
ex:ei.t that the setting is BEigng and you have additional words and
stmiotures at ycur disposal. Be sure to use BEijIng expressions such as
:hio bEij5uKi 'and 1dn. )
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UNLABELED MAP'S for TRACING GAME
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LABELED MAPS for TRACING GAME

IMIMO

wftwONIMPmft

DEING4NG

BAZAAR

Jrn Yr..; t ong

HOTEL

E Chhngein St
THEATER

1.6

143
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CIO* .01111, MEM. 1

.44
IMP

awl

HOTEL

Jib Yrs firi tong

DoNGFNG
BAZAAR

E Ch'ang5n St

L
MARKET

144
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UNIT 3 COMMUNICATION AAME B

INSTRUCTIONS:

Type: Avenue

Situation: The setting is BlijIng. One person is finding out from another
,how five buildings are arranged aloAg an avenue. .

Goal: For the player asking the questions, tO find out the order in whiCh
the buildings are arranged along (one-side of) the avenue; for the player
answering the questions, to give the information correctly.

Number of Players:" Pairs of students.
4.

Materials: Each player has five cards. Each card names a building on the
imaginary 1hangshan Avenue. (See CardsAvenue, on the following pages.)
Your partner's cards match yours.

Procedure: The player who will answer questions arranges the cards in his
hand to represent the left-to-right order of live buildings along the
avenue (in any order).

His partner asks whether one building is "near" (or "not far from")
another or whether the building is "far from" (or "not near") another.
If the buildings are near, he asks whether one building is "alongside of"
the other. If so, he finds out whether one building is "to the left of"
or "to the right of" the other. (Remember that these terms are used from
the point of vieW of someone inside the building facing the front door.)
He continues until he has arranged the cards in his hand in the correct
left-to-right order.

The players exchange roles for the next round.

Example: You are Speaker 1. You have arranged your cards as follows:

*H6pcng* *H6ngqi * *R6nmin* *No. 8 *Xinhufi *

Hotel Theater Market School Bookstore

speaker 2 putt-777:114min Market card face-up on the table. He then takes
another card from his hand and asks

S2: HOngqf DianyIngyan l Renmfn Caishiching yugn bu yugn?

Si: Ba yuin, jia zai R4nmin Clishichingde pfingbilinr.
zubbianr haishi zi yaubianr?

Sl: i zuftianr.

S2 puts hls Hi5ngqi Theater card to the left of Feamin Market. He takes
another card from his hand and asks

S2: XInhuS. Fhüdlan ii Renmin Clishicang yugn bu yule
01: 14n yuRn.

5: guesses that the bookstore might be on the other side of the theater
from the market:

136 145
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S2: LT Heinge DiAnyIngyuln hen jtn
$l: Bd jtn, hen yula.

: ?-1

S2 puts the bookstore card above the other um cards on the table, since
he .does not know where the bookstore is. Th it he takes another card from
his hand:

52: Wiping FindiAn it Rinmln Clishiching An bu yuln?
Sl: Ben yuan.

S2 makes the same guess about the hotel that he e about the bookstore:

$2: LT HEIngqi DiAnytngyuAn hen jIn ma? '

Si: ma le, hen jtn.

S2 puts the hotel card to the left of the theater c Then he returns
to the bookstore card to see if he can put !* to the left of the hotel card:

52: Xinhui Shedian lf Heping FAndiAn hen jtn ma?

Bd gn, han yulen.

S2 tries out the same direction with his last card:

52: Dibi Xioxu l Heping Fandiin hen jtn ma?
SI: BG j/n, hen yuAn.

$2 realizes the only possible solution at this point. He places the school
card and ehe bookstore card in order to the tight of the market card:

SO: DIbil XiAoxue if Reno& aishichAng hen gn, jia zai Rene&
CAishichingde yaubianr. Xtahug ShfidiAn lt Dtba Xuexilo hen
jtn, jia zai Dtba XuekiAo:te yaubianr. Sht bu shi?

01: Du! le.

Ad1itional Notes: The teacher may insist on full answers, and answers as
close to the questions as possible. This will require answers such as
Helling,FAndiAn it Renmin aishichAng bajtn, with correct placement of
the negative adverb

A bit more variety may be introduced into the game by equating
zauzhe qa k6yi with hen jtn.and ba yugn,and by equating Ouzhe ba
keyi with hen yuAn.and bG Jtn. The third exchange in the example' might
then go like this:

$2:

Sl:

C6ng Xinnu& shadial: do Renmin Caishichfing zenme qt? Muzhe
qa keyi bu layi?

7.5uzhe qa ba keyi, tAi yufin.

Practice Points: Li,

also want to practice
"X is between Y and Z

44E0 alL, zu6bianr, yaubianr, pingbidnr. You may
e word zhangii&nr, as in X zii Y gen Z-de zhOngji&nr,
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CARDS--AVENUE

Hepfag.

Hotel
.

..

.

,

H6ngqi
Theater

,

-aping
Hotel

.

.

,

H6ngqi
Theater

.

.

..

,

. . .
.., .

..

R6nmln No. 8 Rfinmin No. 8

Market School Market School

,

:

. ,
. .

....... ,

Xinhufi Xinha

,

..

Bookstore Bookstore

.

,

.

.

,

. . ,
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.

.

Oping Hi ;nut Hhing Move
Hotel Theater Hotel Theater

,

.

N MD.

,

41/

Rkmfn
Market

No. 8
School

Rim'''.

Market

,

.

. No. 8
School

.

1

..

XInhug
Bookstore

,

.

/

,

,

Xinhui
Bookstore

l

.
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UNIT 4 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE 1

L

This exercise will give you practice following directions in a building.

Tvo students st a Chinese college (a Chinese girl and an American) are

talking. The setting is Taipei.

You will hear the conveiiation three times. As you listen to it for

the third time, translate each sentence orally during the'pause provided

on tape. Then compare your translation with the suggested translation

giVen by the speaker.

You will need to knowrtheie expressions:

c2su8 (toilet)

dulmiln (across frmn, opposite, facing; the side facing)

wing '(to forget)

xia 16u lei (to come downstairs)

shAng 10u qu (to go upstairs)

.111e full range of possibilities for going up and down stairs is

,

shAng 16u 151
\

(come upstairs)

shang 16u qu (go upstairs)

4-

xia 16u lid (come downitairs)

xia 16u qu
,

,

(go downstairs)

In this conversation you will hear the verb kanJian as part of a

question asking "whether. A "whether" question with kanfian, just like
one with zhIdao, is in the form of a statement.

NT zhIdao tä lfii le meiyou? (Do you know whether he came?)

NT kAnjian tä lgi le meiyou? (Did you see whether he came?)
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- EXERCISE 2

Again, you will beer directions to plAcea inside a building. ,Haying
come to a hospit4 to visit a sick friend, Mk. Levine stops in the lobby
to ask for directUns. Re is talking to a receptionist at the information
Oesk. (On the next page is a floor plan of the first and second floors
of the hospital.)

Listen to the conversation two times. Then answer tLe questions below
as you listen again.

You will bear these words in the conversation:

16utI

dulmianr

ykoshi

na

(staircase, stairway, stairs)

(across from, opposite, facing; the side facing)

(if),

(then, in that case)

One of the sentences in this exercise,may be a little complicated
to unravel..

.,

W6 z6u nage l6utI
.

,

j/n?
,

(1 go.on which staircase close?) "Which staircase would be
closest for me to go
upstairs on?"

This sentence has the same form as Nai sange xuisheng, nip hilo? °Which
of these three students is better (best)?" except that what is being
compared is described in a ser,Ctende instead of a *lord or phrase.

Something else that may give you a little difficulty Is the expression
lautI tali, as in aole 16uti nli. wang yau au "When you get to the
staircase,"go to the right." In Chinese, the object of a verb of motion
or location must be a place word. Any word that is not considered an
inherent place word must be followed by zhali or nAli when used as a
place word (following'ziti no, etc.).

1400!!TIONS

viviNFording
room?r
( ) the

to the receptionist, which staircase is closer to Mk. Ma's

staircase beside the information desk

( ) the staircase across the lobby

2. Did the receptionist say that Mr. Levine could take the elevator?

/ ( ) Yes ( ) No

0 150
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HOOP1TAL LCOR FLAN :

ELEVATORS E

ENTRANCE -a.- T
- -04 DESK 1

11

13

(1st FLOOR)

4

15

17

19

iET

10

12

14

16

18

111111111111

21

23

25

27

29

(2nd FLOOR)

111111111111

20

22

24

26

28
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EXERCISE 3

This exercise is based on two short conversations: between an American
turist in Taipei and a hotel employee and between the American and
waitress.

Listen to the conversations twice. Then answer the questions below as
you listen again'.

Fere is a new expression you will hear:

yib4i (a cup of Cylbei kifii, "a cup of coffee"; yibii chl
ft a cup of aW Jte.A)

iUESTIONS

1. The dining room is on what floor? ( ) 1st ( ) 2nd. ( ) 3rd

2 The barbershop is clK1 what floor? ( ) let ( ) 2nd ( ) 3rd

3. Which way is the dining room as you get off the elevator?
( ) to the left ( ) to the right

L. Which way is the barbershop as you get off the elevator?
( ) to the left ( ) to the right

Is the washroom on the right or left at the rear of the restaurant?
( ) on the right ( ) on the left

DIALECT LISTENING EXERCISE

As you remember, a Dialect Listening Exercise is a conversation from
a preceding exercise spoken with a different pronunciation. You will
learn to understand Chinese as pronounced by speakers of Chinese languages
who have learned Standard Chinese as a second language.

One common characteristic of dialect speech is that words vhich would
start with the sounds /zh/, /ch/, and /sh/ (i.e., retroflex, or /r/-position,
soiinds in Standard Chinese are pronounced with the sounds /z/. /c/, and

(i.e., dental, or /s/-position, sounds). Also, initial /r/ may be
-yronunced '..ike an English 1, x.., or z.

152
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UNIT 4 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE

Display I contains six floor plans of a Taipei department store.
Written above each floor plan are the directions you will ask for.

Ask how to get from one place to another. When you are given the
directions, check them one sentence at a time. (You wIll find it helpful

to trace the route on the map, with one arrow for each sentence.)

Example (Floor Plan 1: from the entrance to the dishware department)

YOU: C6ng zhige dama dio mai pinzivinde difang qa, anme z6u?

TAPE: C6ng zhege amen wing ylzhi z6u, zuftian jia shi mai
pInziwinde.

YOU: W5 c6ng zhige daein wing 13: ylzhi z6u, zu6bian ia shi mai
pinziwinde, du/ bu dui?

TAPE: Dui le.

Notice that the non-MijIng pronunciation for "this," "that," and "which",

(zhige, Digt, nage) is used. When the person speaking to you uses these
forms, it is considered polite for you to use them also. (See Unit 5 text,

Reference Notes on No. 2.)

15,3
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DISPLAY I

FROM THE ENTRANCE TO 3. FROM THE FIRST FLOOR
THE DISHWARE DEPARTMENT TO.THE RADIO DEPARTMENT

L.J

E

ii3rd Floor
Elevator

[ 2nd Floor
Elevator

1st Floor
Elevator

eltrance entrance

[1st Floor
Elevator

it3rd Floor
Elevator

2nd Floor
Elevator

2 FROM THE ENTRANCE TO 4. FROM THE RADIO DEPARTMENT
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT

ISOM,

1.

1 1

2nd Floor
Elevator

1

1st Floor
Elevator

entrance

3rd Floor
Elevator

TO THE VASE DEPARTMENTLi
r[

3rd Floor
Elevator

entrance

145 1 5

fil1st Floor

Elevator

2nd Floor
Elevator
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5 FROM THE VASE DEPARTMENT TO 6 FROM THE SOAP DEPARTMENT
THE SOAP DEPARTMENT TO THE TOILETS

ti

[ 2nd Floor
Elevator

entrance

1st Floor
.Elevator

3rd Floor
Elevator

i 1

.11

I

1

entrance

II,1st Floor
Elevator

2nd Floor
Elevator

3rd Floor
Elevator
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00iFICISIE 2

In this exercise you ars an employee of an American company in Taiwan.
You are waiting'for a friend on the first floor of the offices. (See X in
l:isplay II.) As you wait, several people ask you for directions to places
in the building. Use the information in Display 11 to answer their
questions.

xample
0

TAPE: Ongwan, dao Andesin Xiansheng hAngangsht qu, zgnme z6u?

YOU: NT c6ng zhali Wing ytiu z5u, yaubian dtarge an JO shi.

TAPE: Xiaxie.

For this exercise, you will need to' know these two words:

mn (door)

bangöngsnl (office)

You will also.need to recognize theSe names:

Beigr Xiansheng

Btlaika Xigojig

Dawii Xiansheng

Ffikasi Xiansheng

Vimen T1itai

ShImisi Xiansheng

147

(Mr. Bell)

(Miss Black)

(Mr. Dewey)

(Mr. Fox)

(Mrs. Carmen)

(Mr. Smith)
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DISPLAY II

e

An American Company in Taiwan

1st Floor

St. 1
XiSnsheng

I

i
ELEVATORS DINING

ROOM
i

2nd Floor

MMN
ENTRANCE

Andeeen
känsheng

ShTmisi
Xiansheng

-,. .
Elie IiikZ
Xaioit6

FLItesT
xiiinsheng

3rd Floor
'amen
listail

_

CoNvs I
Xiiinsheng

15
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EXERCISE 3

You are in a fictional city in Taiwan. You will have six conversations
, with six cabdrivers.

For each conversation, yo4 are in a cab. The cabdriver is not sure
how to get to your house, so you must give him directions.

Display III is a map of part of the city. The six numbers on the map
represent the starting point of each taxi ride. Begin giving directions
from these points. The X on the map is your destination (your house) for
all six trips.

Example

DRIVER; Zhali shi ZhóngshAn La. QInglien, dao nt jii qa, zinme z6u?

YOU: NI xiiin wt. gifin z5u, daole lakau %Tang zu8 z5u, rfinhau -

daole dl tge lku zai yang Atrz5u, zu5bian jia eh!.

DRIVER: hio. 145 zhIdac le.

DISPLAY III

06

711z
33
0
0.

CD%

34
10
330
0.
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UNIT 4 COMMUNICATION GAME A

INSTRUCTIONS:

./

7racing (This game is played like the Unit l Communication Game,

except that the routes you trace are in'multistory buildings.)

When the route goes from one floor to another, simply draw it to the

elevator (or stairs) on the floor plan for one floor. Then continue

drawing the route from the elevator (or stairs) on the next, floor. Fc;r

a complicated route through the building, when you use an elevator (or

a staircase) several times: Write an identifying number or letter at:

the end of a route ,on one floor. ,Write the same identifying number or

letter at the beginning of the same.route on another floor.

1 59
150
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LABELED FLOOR PLANS for TRACING GAME

An Amer can Company in Taiwan
1st floor

Mier 1

Xiinshen

t
ELEVATORS
I I

DINING
ROOM

2nd Floor

0
MAIN

ENTRANCE

Andesin
Xiinsheng

4

ShirnlIso
Xinshen1

Biaitke 1 Fiikasi
xesoii`e Xiänsheng

!

3rd Floor
larn'en
Tilts,

Di4w7e1

Xtinsheng
1
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Oft

An American Company tn Taiwan
Ma..,..

.

A

a Or I 1

ELEVATORS
Xoinshenf

DINNG
ROOM

1 1

0
MAIN

ENTRANCE

""
m
.

ndesen
kansheng

shTmZsi
Xoinsneni

I. .

uIaoke
X'aojie Xolinsheng

3rd Floor

DirwZ?i
Xi5nsneng
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UNIT 4 COMMUNICATION GAME B.

INSTBUCTICNS:

TyPe: Three-Dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe (This game is played like the Unit 2
Communication Game C, with the following differences.)

Situation: The setting is Taipei.

Goal: To occupy four squaredin a row. Ok row may be on.one floor; it
may be four rooms in the same position on the four floors; or it may be
rooms on different floors which would make a row if on the same floor.)

Materials: A work sheet for each player. (See Sample Work Sheets, on the
following pages.) The "board" represents a 4x4 arrangement of rooms on
each of four floora of a building. The board is equivalent to the 4x4x4
three-dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe board shown at theyight of the work sheet.

Procedure: You "take" a room by giving directions to it. The first player
puts his X in a room. He then gives his partner directions to that room
from the building entrance. After placing an X in that room, the second
player puts his 0 in another room and gives the first player Orections
from the building entrance.

Directions to the next X and 0 may either start from the building
entrance again or start from the last X and 0 (to be del.ided by the
teacher or agreed upon between players).

Example 1: (starting from the entrance each time) You are Speaker 1,,
marking Ys. Your moves and your opponent's are shown on the first
Sample Work Sheet, with numbers indicating the order of moves.

SI: Jtnle Amen yizhl z6u, jia shi dant!. Zua diintI dao arl6u.
Xiile dant! wing yau z6u, zii wing yau z6u. Yaubian dtyige
men jia shy.

112: nnle damen wing zu6 z6u, rinhOu wing yau iota. Z6udao t6u wing
yau z6u yaubian jia shi lOutI. Shang 16utl dio arl6u, wing
zu6 z6u, zii whnF, zu6 z6u. Zu6bian dlyige men jia shl.

JInle dimen ylzhl z6u, jia shi dant!. Zua diintI dio sinl6u.
Xiale diantI wing yu z6u, zii wing yau z6u. YOUbian dlyIge
men jia sht.

damin wing zu6 z6u, zii wing Au z6u. Yaubian dlylge
men jia

(etc.)

Yxample (continuous routes) This dialogue would be the same as the
last example until the directions to X-3 and 0-4, which go as follows:

Sl: Chale men (of X-1) wing zu5 z6u, zii wing zu6 z6u, zu6bian jia
shi dant!. Zua diintI di() stinl6u. Xiile diintl wing yau
z3u, zii wing yau z5u. YOubian dtylge men jia sht.

Chale men (of 0-2) wing yau z6u, zii wing yau z6u, yaubian jia
shi lOuti. Xiile 16utI dho yIl6u wing zu6 z6u. Zu6bian
atarge men jia shi.

155 184
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Aaditional Note:1 You ...ev need the expression zhidao t6u, "to go to the
WI(o7 the corridor)."

In the original version of this game, a simpler 3x3x3 board was used.
However, students pointed out that the board permitted the first player
to take the center room on the second floor and enjoy an overwhelming,
advantage. If you do not have time to complete the more complicated game
with this new 4204x4 board, at least you will have had a good workout giving

directions in a building.

Practice Points: Directions in a building.

4
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SAMPLE WORK SHEETS:

4th Floor

3rd Root

2vii Floor

tst Floor

Entrance

0.
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0

4M Floor

3rd Floor

2nd Floor

1sr Floor

r4T1
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Entrance
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4th FloOr
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UNIT 5 C-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE I

You will hear addresses given in these conversations between an
American man and two Chinese women in Taipei.

Listen to the conversations twice. Then answer the questions below
as you listen again.

You need to know the expression bin jik, "to move one's residence."

QUESTIONS

1. How many times has Mr. Ming moved? ( ) Once ( ) Twice

How far is Section 2 from Section 1?

( ) Very close

( ) Not too far

( ) Very far

( ) Not too close

i. What is the number of the lane in the first address that Ale
American hears on this tape?

4. What is the number of the alley in the second address that the
Americ-an hears on this tape?

EXERCISE 2

In this exercise you will find street directions containing the verb
al, "to cross," "to pass." You will translate orally two short conversa-
tions.

The setting is the streets of Veijing. A Chinese man who lives overseas
asks two women for directions.

Y.-,11 will hear the conversations three times. As you listen to them
for the third time, translate each sentence orally during the pause
prcviaed on tape. Then compare your translation with the suggested
tranclatin given by the speaker.

Here are some expressions you need to know for this exercise:

dagEli (probably;

hul (the opposite direction Cwanghui z5u, "to go back"3)

h'it3ngr (a narrow street, a lane Clgigng3)

lEc 4
Cd
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i5ugua le (to have walked past)

zulhao (it would be best)

The diagram below shows where conversations A and B take place and
the route followed by the man after receiving directions.

Luo
Frnnrin-nnin

Notice that in giving directions "crossing two stret.,7" is equivalent to
rvachinr the third intersection."

Dtiole dIslinge lak5ur, Oubianr (When you have reached the third
ila shi Nanw4i HfitOngr. intersection, Nfinwai Alley is

on the right.)

jii, Aubianr (Cross two streets, and the third
atsintigo haOngr jia shi alley on the right is lignwi
NAnwei HfitEingr. Alley.)

EXERCISE 3

7se three short conversations include complicated street addresses
in Taipei. An American man who can speak Chinese but can not read it has
just stepped off a bus. He is trying to find a friend's house. He asks
for directions as he walks along.

Listen to the conversations twice. Then give your translation of each
sentence during the pause provided. Compare your translations with the
translations given on tape.

You need to know

H41ng Danglti (Wiping .East Road)

me.r. (gate, door)

161 1 70
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UNIT 5 P-2 WORKBOOK

EXERCISE 'I

In this exercise you will answer questions. Base your responses on
the information in the Display I map.

.Example,

TAPE: qInglin, Lin Xiinshengde dlzhI shi?

YCU: Tide dlzhI shi NgnjIng Dongla Yiduan, W5shishiang, Wun6ng,
ShIjiahao.

TAPE: Ni shuö duöshao xiang?

YOU: Stu Wilshislxiang.

APP: Z.%, Washislxiang, Winang, Shiliahao, shl bu shi?

Ba shi Shiliahao, shi Shijiahao.

1 6
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DISPLAY I

G40
S6,10.

)tnci

Gu5 rf
rInCi"

CO

ry%

JIYin L

54 Xt.ing

(7)

0 0

tr)

0 Lin Xi5nsheng
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EXERCISE 2

Here are four conversations for you.to take part in. The Display II

map shows your location (starting point) on four different,occasions and
the locations of four houses (ending points). Each starting point shows
where the directions for tLat conversation will begin. Each ending point
shows the address you are asking for.

Use the display information to ask directions to a certain address
and to confirm the directions given.

Example

TAPE: Nin zhlo sh6nme efang?

YOU: W3 zhao Shfsanxiang, WUshisthao. Unme au?

TAPE: NIn o6ng zhili wAng nfin zau. Gua sintitio jii, jia shl

shIsanxiing. WashislhAo zAi zuabian.

YOU: Nt shu8 cOng zhi wang nfin au, dul bu dui?

TAPE: Dui le.

YOU: Wrishishao zai zabian, shl bu shi?

TAPE: Dul le.

17j

1614
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UNIT 5 COMMUNICATION GAME

INSTRUCTIONS:

Ttpl: Tracing (This game is similar to the Unit 1 Communication Game.)

Situation: An American is asking a Chinese friend for directions over the
phone. The American is calling ftom a store at one of two locations:
either from No. '3, Sinmin Road, Section 1, or from No. 1, Simian Road,
Section 2.

Both people have copies of the same map, but the American can not
read the street names and numbers, which are in characters.

Goal: To have the same route marked on both maps, or for the "American"
to be able to locate the address he is asking for.

Number of Players: Pairs of students.

Materials: The "American" has an unlabeled copy of the map and a list of
addresses. The "Chinese friend" has a labeled copy of the map. Both
copies of the map show the two possible starting points as circles with
arrows in them.

Procedure: The "American" chooses one of the addresses from his list
and asks for directions to it. The "Chinese friend" finds out where the
"American" is and gives him directions to the address (marking the route
on his map if he wants to). The "American" (tracing the route on his
map if he wants to) locates the address. The two players compare maps.

Further rounds may be played with the same copies of the map. Players
switch roles for each round.

Example,: You are Speaker 1, the "American." You have chosen an address
to ask for:

Sl: W5.xiinzii zii Sinmin La trduAn Mao. 1.16 yio dio Diyi jia

ErduAn ShiqInang Yixiing Mao qa. W5 ba zhidlo zgnme ziSu.
:32: no. NT angyicang, W5 kinkan etti. Ou, nY chale (flan wing

zu6 z6u, (gale 11k5u wing yau zau jia shi DAyi Jié trduln.
51: Mo. Diole Day/ Jig trduin ne?

nole DAyi Jii ?rduin ytzhi z5u, z5udao zu5bian earge lakau jia
shi ShigInang.

Sl: Shi zu5bian dtArge lak5u, bfi shi yaubiande?
S2: shi zu5bian dtarge lak5u. NT diole ShiqInang zu5bian dlyige

1ak3ujia shi Yixiing. Yixiingde zu5bian dtsange m6n jia shi

SI: no. Xikie ni.
S2: 135

NE.
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Additional Note: Notice the construction audao, "to go as far as,"
l'to go to,4 which you have seen in audao i6u7-"to go to the end (of
the corridor)": Zaudao zuabian dtarge lakau, "Go to the second inter-

section on the left."

Practice Points: Everything you have learned about giving directions,

especially the new material in this unit.

LIST OF ADDRESSES for TRACING GAME

Dayil Street, Section 1:

No. 3

No. 1, Lane 6

No. 1L, Alley 1, Lane 6

No. 2, Alley 2, Lane 6

No. 9, Alley 2, Lane 6

No. 7, Lane 9

No. 10, Alley 1, Lane 9

No. 2, Alley 2, Lane 9

1lAya Street, Section 2:

No. 1*4

No. 2, Alley 1, Lane 5

No. 5, Alley 2, Lane 5

No. Lane 10

No. 7, Alley 2, Lane 10

N0,-3, Alley 3, Lane 10

No. h, Alley 3, Lane 10

No. 5, Alley 1, Lane 17

ro.

Other ad.tresses may be used as destinations if the "American" simply asks
his "Ohinese friend" for directions to his house and the "Chinese friend"
then ..-hooses a house for himself, gives the address, and gives directions

to it.

At 76
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MAPS for TRACING GAME

-nnnhlnj

11F0-0-E---EF
1-1 1-81

0
_

Sanmin Road. Section 1 Sinmin Road. Section 2

131 1111 III MN 1111
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Lane 17

S5nmln Road. Section 1

Lane 9

Road.Section 2
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urAt.-rrr,lurtil

pedestrian underground walkway
the Firt f7,)mi.arly (lupartment

Itor,-. in Tail,(i)

ONC:,,

northe-1::%

oat:t :ilc

q :.!.1,-1.1-,orhod In Bgijing

:,Itht,.a:;t

NUM 4

.i..6, \`

3.?
3.5

4.4

14.2
1.4

3.4

4. 3

4.1,

1.4

4.','

4.9

14 .;-'

4.2°
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Module S Unit

-,,,,,,

(LJnor,xi thi4K 3.1

124'n to be short 3.3._

2afction bl.iek 4.5

4m, . .
to be correct

.

I'm sorry, px-cuoe me 3.

*0,1'PS:1 frtM, OppQ-Site, facing 4.4
_

to be 3.4.'til, mhny
Pr .3147,.,'y:4'1 1-1(-.)w r4r 14

muckl._ how vaitly 3.1

(:1,ncbian

C7Ini.71411.1r

t

7%11-7)1.h Gri.c;:1.1',,

mlb

fa.

;71 Y:!.

'-'77:,-...1

:1
:74717,

-
7.4.til -.

um, mr4.447huh (actually 3.3
pronounced likt; mor eg

to be eonvenient
restaurant (Migng)
restaurant (Taiwan)
house ..

rice bowl
-airvlane
soap
minute
C(`Tit4

.

otrIT (counter for maga:41.nell or

newspapers)
ar-a, vicinity

to ht #111
to ht- h!ti,;:;

?qvu
fur

with

t: rK ?. h, tI1I =;1111.1Y

(YRC)

vire.

;'t.%1-0

t'flt* ¶ii busin
day); to close down, to go
out of business

fl

173

161

4.i
14.1

T&D
3.2
T&D 3

3.1
14.'d

e-G



gus.,
T&D4

to .erc144...,to 4,5
. .. . . . . . . . . . .

nrt,1

11:4L-ht 71diri:n

44-Yrt.f. r.

A

:314'1

-jin
gngguo
jtn
j!".n

L

not yl..*t certain

or
Chipe.ac7Japalleza Aictionary

qhinese-English-dictionary
to glr-t, better

to bt. gc,7,d looking,

t;) looir. nice

%(.1 Lc.b11(7?:

PcNid

to bf= itt
bwX
bacA iii

10ri.oul;; abbrevifitic4, for /
,

1.4141.c(7frf.7"fl
to change, t0 exchange
to be yellow, to be browt$
(flower) vase
ohomiL:try

Lhe oppoz,ite 6:tok

wirrow
(B7,1 Trir)

!1(.1,111,.1olfli

(0-11:,.or t tip OC

tr he r*iv,..n-numcd

!11

- r

catty ( 1.1 pound)
by way of, via; to
to be close, to be

to enter
right, immediately,

3,3

4.1

"i

4.5
4.5

pass through 4.1.
near 4.1, 4,3

4.4
exactly 1.1

refrg.v :441v,)

Le to be used,
to be worn

16174

,



, 1 4 ir.iiitiy (with reference to 3.6

then 4.1
Oranges-, tangeritet 3.7

L.-0:T.ehuusv 4.1
te 3.6
to open (for the business day); 3.6

0 open for business
tt, bef.7in school

to st:irt, to begin7.-

to re3d, to look ett, to visit
t, thluk i.1J ah opinion)
to .it

ho.,r

bl4t

t6 be permittPd to;
t.) be a.1.1 rie:ht, to bv okay,
te he nitsiblt. to be
po.15.ible

pieoP ((!ountt.r)

al I

4.1.

3.6°

3.3
3.3
4.4

TO 3
3.4
3.6, 14.3

to

to hf.

oxou:-.0 !no 1 iiA`441'144---

Tr,411. nl'art

:4uld4y

i rut 1-.9.ir

0:two whori h3L 1 cut
11.1ty

r,

I-

t 1, .-

rt-ct.

.
t

traveler'$ cheek

a75

183

i.2

3.3

3. 3°

4.3
T&D
4.2

4.4
4.5
) 4

4.4



gran ni
M41
*-

7=1

'porry to bother you
to buy
to sell

.

mXimal business

P4mahuhu so -s0,_ fair

-N40

m4i shenme
Mgign
een(r)
mk(r)

)

wt-
7.1,

rbian

nap:u

nrin

nanbira.i(r _

. .Nrmjtng.1.45ngla

77.7777Nanling:

nrinkln

nnnian(r)
n%blan(r)
rit
%-LXtt

nift.n

'1i:111,111w

":1711W..)

to be beautiful
it's nothing
tt..s, currency

door
gate

_ doorway, gateway, en ranee..

which
well, then, in that case
which side, where
that side, there
which
that
south .

south side . .

-NinjTng East Road
Nanjing WeLlt Road
to bu utri,y

those
which side, vt.re
that side, there
thso
to be pronounced as, to be
read as

to be young
alloy

oxch4mt: rat,2 (currency)
bosido, nxt to, alongside of
plats--;

bt. inexpensive,

(currency)
teer
b;ttle

shoT. ntore (BnlihAr)

(V(IUUter)

176
184

Module &.Unit

3.5
3.1

3.1

3.;.!

3.t
3.2
4.1

3.6

3.5
3.6
4.5

4.5

4.5
4.2°, 4.4°
4.4
4.4

4.4', 4.5
44, 4.5
4.2
4.2
4.2

4.2

.3
3.4
4.4
4.4
3.4

4.3'

3.3
4.5

3.5
4.3
3.4

3.4

cheap 3.3
3.6

3.2

3.2

4.1

r



9irin

izuut

qlne"
4,1Jftur

<I;

r,t7thi

.n.J4.m14

t

rt.n.chi

Wt-hIn

h;k1nr,.

Vnt
r

.q71111tirin
A;pmwri (:,n7inrw:1)

417.f tn
a.

;r-71.1MV

3h1

L:t1.77,14

,z0tibl7to

nh7uyinji
oha tylU:1!

h1177

. one thousan4
myney
front, ahead
bri4Ke
please
coda, carbonated soft 4rInit
to go

arterwards, after that
to be hot
paople
The Pet:Tle's Pictorial

112129.1e't1 Dajat
People's currency* Oudot,
RMS (PRO

Lo recognize, to know
Japanese-Chinese dictionary

.o go up. .

to go upstairs
to go 4stairs
the upper surface, above
shop, store
forenoon, moeninr
anything
where,'what place
when, what time
matter, affair, business
in it..., i it no that...
to accept, to receive
writ;t4atrh

rH.dik)

bo(A
hoo;trIrF.

ho(Acc#,.

to :;!euk, to 1:ct-ak

larw:IlaF7e); t- oay that

matLematicn

tot7 (exc(ssive)

Miwan currency (NT$)
Taiwan Literary Magazine

177 .1 8:3

3.6, NUM 6
3.1

ib 14.4
"-7-

3.2
14.1

4.1
4.2.

3.5
.

3.2.
3.2°
3.24,, 3.5

4.1.
4. 3.

4.4
4.4
4.4°
4.3
4.1

3.6, T&D 4
3.2
3.4

3.6
4.5

3.5
3.5
3.5

3.5
3.1
4.1., 4.3
'.4

+.1)

3.1

3.3
3. 6
3.1'



ting can4y, sugar
(counter for clam; periods)

tiancligo pedestrian overpass
-tiao (counter for long, winding 4.5

3.6°
3. 6°
14.5

-ttu one of two ends or soMething 4,4°

waibianir) outside 4.2
van _ten:.thousand Z.._ _ NUN 6 .

..

'tang' to forget
w.Ping.. 00 '1g ) . to, towards . 441
1.4ingfiljrng Daji; Ang Yng Boulevard .(Blighg) 4.2

--wanshang eveni 3.6, TO 4
--WZ to us 4,5

,

xT west 4.2

xi7i to go down 4.4

xil 16u tt.). go/come downstairs 4.4'

xiti 16u (lai) to\ came downstairs .- 4.4!

- xirtbiari(r)-- -the bott6t-bide,--the under -4-.3 -.-

surface
xian first; ahead of tine, 4.1

-beforehand
,.. _

xLan.- to think that; be thinking of 3.1
(doing); to want to, would
like to

xllng towards 4.1
xiAng lane 4,5
xinngyixiXng to tbink it over 3.1
xlanz7U lied TO 3
xi5o to be small 3.2
xiaohAizi child 3.2
xaomAlba variety shop 4.2
xiXoxu; elementary school 4.1., 4.2
xi7iwil (xilw-u) afternoon 3.61 T&D 4
xTbgi northwest 4,2
xTbian(r) west side 4.2
-xie (-xi'6) (counter for an indefinite 3,4

plural number of things)
xrhuan to like 3.4
:an to be new 3.1° 3.3
xfnen southwest 4.2°
xfng to be all right 3.6
XTngqTri Sunday TO 3
xingr6n pedestriari 4.5

178 I U



Y.TtInurl onridiAn

qhnujiin

Aus hi
11.
y111;71

41.et;0.:

YT:112:-..tt7=n

y'r4Cin.

,yTshang

'ytzht

yeu
-yrIu.,(4) :;hthou

4PianW

",1,1yt ;ZhEnvIiikn (-yi)

y

yulo
yuln

Otibn)

ir
1,_00hen (:-.n.och6n)

(z..71.fishrine.)

:yolbZ".!A)

1:enmeyruir,

.1 r

LhZ-
Zhbian

China Aookstore.:(PBC)
New,China Diptionaq'
unanroom
sdhool

color
to wAnt
if
at night
one _cup or (counter)
a, an
4tplether
after
English-Chinese dictionary
before
clothing
straight
Qhair
right (direction)
sometimes
right side
"qome .

Friendship Department
041JIng)

garden
to be far
hftll

umbrella

stors.

Module & Unit

then (in commands)
good-bye
to be early
early morning
morninr
magazine
how
how (someone or smething ) is;

how is...?
(counter for flat things:
tables, papers pictures, etc.)

to give change
to 1Dok for
this
this side, here
this

179

187

4.3
3.2"
4.4
4.1

3.4
3,2

.

3.69 4
4.4"
4.
3.1
4.2

3.1
4.2

4.1

3.4

3.6° .

4.2

3.4
3.5", 4.2.9
4.3"
4.2"

4.3
4.2'

3.3

4.1
1.2
4.3'

3.6
3.6, T&D 4
3.1

3.5
3.3

3.1

3.2
4.5
4.5

144..)54",



zhZitdan(r)
zW4Ixie
zht7n

-zhi

£hr (ytzatig)
4hidao
zhTpitlf, (ytznlIng)

zh5ng
zh5ng
2hangguo '41.11(u4 Shi

zh5ngjiRn(r)
(zh5ngjiAnr)

._4h5ngsh;n
zOnglet 211,7Ingwu)

z!t7rigxur.

zhunn
ViZzi (ytzhang)
e4.7,

(yth:Cn)

75u

au .

u dko
au dlo t6u

aueub le
z5lru.6 ie
77uirinp.

zriuzhe

zouzou
7,* hn11 o

5.
zus.)

malmql
z..Arbiur:(r)

Module & Unit

this siic,iilere

these
really

(:.:ounter fcr straight, stick-

like objects)
paper
to know
check (e.g., banker's or

personal)
clock
o'clock
History of Chinese Literature
the middle, in between

ihZingshlin North Road

noon
middle school (equal to

junior and senior high school)
to turn
table
character (of Chinese writing)
dictionary
to leave

to go
to walk to
to walk to the end (of
something)

to have aone the wrong way
to have walked past
corridor
walking
to tFike a walk
it would be best that
left (direction)
to ride, to go by, to take (a

conveyaneo)
to do business
Ieft side

180 183

4.4

3.4

3.3
3.1

3.1
4,1

3.5

3.5
3.61 T&A 3
3.1 4.1'
4.3

4.5
3.6, T&D 4
4.2

4.3
3.4
4.3.

3.1
T&D 4

4.1.

4.3'
4.4.

4.5
4.5
4.4

4.3
4.2'
4.2% 4.5.
4,1

4.4

3.2
4. 2

%pi: ".-- 011 fl


